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THTRODUCTION
:

"Godliness

is profitable unto all things, having promise

of

the life that now is and of that which is to cone," (1 Tin. 4,8)
fn eypreciztion Zor the power of God in "the life

that now is and

of that which is to como," has produced « ministry aware of the
individusl and his needs.
beginning

emphasized

reference

to titles

souls,

Overseer

classes,

projects,

Yor

Protestant churches
This
the

is neither

Go present

in the mass.

Theological

care.

Seelsorger,

However,

iia find frequent

Pastor,

Shepherd

administration,
opportimities
Hecent

students

of

orgonization,
for

the

novenentsa such zs

indicate

a trend anong

towards a better ministry to the individuel.

the first nor

the last of such a rediscovery ox

individuel.
Great preachers

finger

on the pulse

aad have
great
and

of pastoral
as

the flock.

to become lost

Clinical Training

orea

end terms

of

prograns,

imiividuel

this

‘The imtheran Church has since its

are first

of tho individwel.

ability of imparting

religious

enorgy these

greet vastors.

leaders
men nut

the

They know

solution.

of the Lible
into dealing

They have

the difficulty

‘then one studies

one le impressed
with

their

the

by the

individual

the
tine

in a

ii

situation of stress

or tension,

fanily cud porsonel problems.
for her juisnent
controversies
& world
tho

wide

by nature."
Isracl.

The VYonan at

the

travoled about hesring

disputes.

Solomon has

and wisdom

becn deseribed

ninistry we

to as

see hin

geined

in dealing

as the

with

"ysycholégist

the first pastor in

sveakine

to largo

sathorings,

we see hin sitting with on individual (Wicodemjs,

the Well,

tho wonnn

service

Samel

counsel

REzelkicl has been refered

tut more frequently,

in

intividusl

Jeremiah hes

In Jesus!

Cayernaun,

matters.

reputetion for his

individusl.

the Israelites in

Deborzeh was scusit out and respected

in personel

and settling

Moces sssisted

tho

Syrovhenician

tslzen in sdultery).

of God vas

toverds

Woman,

the

he

emmhesis

the individvel

Centurion
for

of

those

ont his roletionship

to God.
The nastoreal ministry is dedicated
Its

objectives

are

God. throuzh Christ
neaningful

to ostablish people

to the service of nenicind.
in 2 right

relstionshin

so thet = twofold result may ensue,

snd sbindent

temporal

life

end on eternel

vith

that of a
lize

of Glory

with God.
Christienity means

more

Christ has given us promise
comfort,

guidence,

failing attention.
resource,
of

provision,

then an alternate

dametion.

throvgu Els Vord of His assistance,
protection,

nearness,

love,

ond never-

Christianity should not be looked upon as a

or & pattern or philosophy--it

the Christian yastor

of loading sovle beside
a fatalistic

to eternal

in ministoring

the still waters

ig life itself,
to those

The work

in stress

is

the job

of God's Yord, not with

"God's will be Gone," but with a cheerful,

courageous,

i

ke

A
eb

iit

hopeful conviction anki assurance
prosence

and his uwifeltering

in this paper

of Colts abiding interest and

love.

het

we are liniting

tensions

and conflicts

Which arc

disturbing

or unconsciously,

the aroa

resulting frou
their

brings

orisinal

volationshin

whether

they

to

solld
those

or ere

whose

inner

ani sctuel

to God,

sect: oat

security.

sins

either consciously
sought by the

pestor.
There'is

no dialogue

Go we attempt
souG

to categorise

gencral principles

widerstanding

& soctlon

Successful
avareness
on

Zor

such nastoral

will

forth

insigits

which mey be helpful

worl,

be devoted

technique.
of

to sat

the pastor

rether

himsel?,

cared

and

in
the

for ani ministered

scul.

interporsonal

integral part

or

We intend

to

technisves.

bs judged by the pronortionate

of

care.

peonle.

Hach individuel muct be

to as an individusl

not

and

the pastor's

pastor's neupls.

should

available

relationshins
This

occurs

space

grow

when

Their

cllottid

out

then.

of a healthy

technique

the yersonality rather

importance

has

becone

than a "closiz of

orfice."
Yo believe

that

an understending

personality dovoLloosent

worl as a servant

is essential

of behavior
for anyone

of God in bringing souls

patterns

desiring

which

is

to aes:

find

it an inherent

Ve belLicve

quelity.

also

that

of

in many pastors

They do not lmow why,

lnow thet certain things ave effective

to

into a relationshin

with God which is profitable Zor the life that nov is ani
that

«

bet

we

they do

in the matter of interpersonal

d

iv

relstionships.

A

in recognizing his
entrusted

study

of these

limitations,

to him in his dealing

factors
as well
with the

should essist
as

the pastor

the very imvortant

souls

in his care.

function
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HINISTERING TO THOSE Ili STRESS

I.

Men and Religion

Much has been written in recent years on man and his

of maturation.

Psychologists, psychiatrists, psychoanalysts,

sociologists,
and achieve

social vorkers and counsellors are working to define
a state

of normality which is mentally healthy and

conducive to creative living.
man's basic needs,

In the process much is sald about

the origin of his behavior patterns and per=

sonality development.

Formel religion,

outside the area of spirituel workers,

prominence.

problens

as understood by those.
is lesing its place of

They do not intend to eliminate religion but

discourage strongly the thing they heve defined as neurotic religions.

:
The basis

on which there is common agreement in the field

of personality and its development is man's. need for security
and Love.

Mental
Personal

Yeelth

|

Security

A
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me
axc

c
aiz
Physical

Condition

Heredity

1

Professional sociel work today operates lergely
on the theory
that man has three basic needs

bidlogical, psychological and social,
This theory,
however, has proved itself to be inadequate, and.
we make bold to say that 1t is because of the
linitations of this view that much of modern
professionel soolal work is unsatisfactory,
Its
philosophy is not comprehensive enough, erd ita
weekness lies in the fect that it seeks to make
adjustments on three levels of Same
behavior

instead. of four,2

fhe Bible tells us, “Seek ye first the kingion of God, end His
righteousness;

(Matt. 6,33)

and all these things

shall be added unto you."

In addition, hovever, there is the admonition

"Whoso hath this varla's goody and seeth his brotiier heve need,
and shutteth up his bowels of compassion from hin, how dwelleth
the love of God in him?®

(1 John 3,17) The Word of God, recog-

nizes man's needs for material and economic elements.
of Christians,

"fhis is uy commandment,

It says

That ye love one another,

even as I have loved you," (John 15,12) The sum of the Ten
1, Ge

Preston,

Substance
of Hentel Health,

2. Virtus Porton, Tha Sano Ml Ka
De

3.

3s 2M

a

Commandments is Jove.

Ooncerning child training we read,

“And,

ye fathers, provoke not your children
to wrath: but bring then

up in the nurture ani admonition of the Lord." (Zph. 6,4)

Dr. Frank J, Bruno in his book The Theory of Social Work
sets forth the philosophy of the nonreligious social worker under

three headingst
of Behavior,

The Biological elements, the Psychological Aspects

and the Social and Economic Enviroment.

This is as

fer as the nonreligious worker can go. Christians must add a
Zourth basic need under the heading of Spiritual if the totel
personality is to be taken into consideration in theTOneal

of

personality development end maturation.
"The spiritual need of man — furnishes the key which opens
for us

the doorway

hmen problens."3

to the solution of many otherwise unsolved

"Man doth not live by bread only, but by every

word that proceedeth out of the mouth of the Lord doth man live.™

(Deut. 8,3)
The materialistic philosophy of our age is not. ready to
accept or advocate

the Christian view which teaches a reality
However,

outside ourselves as 2 basic need.
to misconceptions

of true Christianity.

this is due partly

Among some of the

leaders of social work ani sociel philosophy there is a recognition
of the fourth need of mon.

"Zo me every problem is first a

religious or spiritual problen. alt

3s

Glos,

Ope

Cites

De

3

In her presidential address,

:

&, ®, GO. tdndemann, The Community,
p. 212.

Katherine Lenroot

said,

"If we could imagine a social order with

all these objectives obtained (economic security etc.) life would
still be empty if 1t were not somehow in contact with a reality

outside itself. "5
"As David says ‘a clean heart end a right spirit," as well
as a loaf

of bread,

a suit

of clothes,

good neighbors,

and a

decent house in which to live" are necessary. "5
One must see man as 2 total personality and not as an assembly
of depertments.

The

"soap,

work with all of

its

shortcomings
was en approach to the basic needs

of Immans,

"Yaith,

(Janes 2, 17)

soup,

and selvation"

if it hath not works,

is dead,

types of mission

being clone."

One cannot expect the effective workings. of the

Holy Spirit in the life of a destitute individusel when the
rinistry hes been confined to vious platitudes.
hand,

his Your basic

On the other

needs will not be satisfied if the. worker

limits himself to merely the biological, psychological and social
needs.

There has been a tendency during recent

years

under the influences of the now psychology to
Lift the philosophy of social work from the
sociological level to the psychological.
Under
the spell of this new trend

social workers here:

sougut to trace all problems back to mental
processes rather than to environment and rele=
tionships.
Perhaps this is a trend in the
right direction, but 1t does not go far enough.
We trace them back -— to the realm
of spiritual
deficiencies.

Consequently

the goal

of Christian

Work, 1935, p. 31.
of Sokal.oe
5. Hatlong2 Oorturen
6s Gloe,

Ope

Citys

‘Pe &,

social work io not merely the development of
personality: bit the assurance of the abundant
life viich ae
our Savior offers through

His Gospel. ?

There may be those who
a "social

gospel"

to social work.

because

feel that there is a danger
of

of the frequent

This is not the purpose.

reference being made

Rather 1t is our

intention to show that there must: be a dove-talling and interlocking

of the work which

is in its very essence

Christianity

and the fruits of Obristianity.
Man's need for love and security still falls into the four

groups of biological, psychological,
word security is used sonevhat

social and spiritual.

loosely to

describe

The

all forms

of

relationships and investments which supposedly free the mind fron

tension.

Absolute nonmehity Gan come only from God--Jesus Christ

the same yesterdays

only fron God—uho
eternal—is

today and Torerer:

Unfeltering love comes

"is love." Neoning in Life—temparal

real only for him who Imovs and believes in

and
the plan

of God.
The Bible svésks of two bullders—-one
who built on sand and

the other on rock,
wash away,
In man's

God is that rock, the foundation which cannot

the secure and steadfast base which can weather

storms.

search for security God becomes the first objective.

After

that security with Him has been established so that we "take no

thought for the morrow" (Hatt. 6.34) but meet the situations of
each day as they confront us;

7:

Gloe, Ope.

cit.»

D.

Be:

that we heve the faith which accepts

SS aaaee

the divine plan of God knowing that “everything shall work

together for good to them that love Goa" (Romans &,28)3. and:
that we can “walk through the valley of

tho shadow of

death,

‘That becomes the

unchenging security which brings peese of mind for it has

aera

established, by faith, peace with God.

ll lait

we have a foundation on which to build.

ate

end fear no evil: for thou art with me" (Psalms 23,/+); then

end unfaltering,

can only be satisfied in God Yor in Hin we:

a me

In the same manner, man's search for love, unchangeable

have the love which is totally unselfish and completely reliable.

"Greater love heth no man than this, that a man ley down his life
(Jom 15,13)

Son,

that whosoever

Education,
housing,

health,

good government, peace,

good investments,

insurance,

wife, children,

of iniependence

as nothing comes ‘to interrupt

friends

is searching ond which he needs.

But none of these are abdolute.

give a man a feeling

adequate incone,

to increase the economic
and

security for which man

as much es love.

only

believeth in him should not nerish.

are all part of life and help
emotional

that He gave His

a

begotten

the world,

the

They must

and satisfaction as long

"good days."

The

le

given man for God so loved

That greatest love possible was

a aati

for his friends."

story of

the Talents impresses upon the Christian thet he has a responto God for

the use

or abuse of the abilities

with which God has blessed
him.

and antitudes

The danger is of an individual

feeling such complete independence that it leads to dissociation
from God.

Then when health falls,

government is not to his liking,

a

sibility

2 ERS

war soens imminent,
dies,

unemployment comes,

investments fail,

children grow up and establish new homes,

erunbles,

and his peace of mind is destroyed.

spouse

his security
On the other end

of the pondulum one finds the individual who feels no obligation
to soclety and expects society to provide for hin without effort
on his part.

He,

too, is dissociated from God.

For an association

with God. brings also an association with fellowmen and a realizetion of an interdependence.
The Christ centered life is the only one which can absolutely
assure

security end lovo,

and the peaco of mind which comes from

such security.
"Dy,

Goorge Buttrick in an address

Texas has this to sey:
solely by preaching.

to a grou

of ministers in

‘You can never build up a strong congregation
You must go to the people yourselZ.

You build

up a spiritual church by vearing out shoes leather and autonobpile
Teh

You can hold it together by worthy preaching. 18

li

tires.

The embasis is on a return to 2 ministry to the individual,

not on the ubims or limited time of the pastor.
time

to minister

effectively to

the bereaved

does not
eT

does not heve

‘he minister who

a

"Our pastorel work must be based upon the needs of the varichioner

have tine to do:snytiing-else, and the vords he utters in his next
sermon will be nauseating to God and a blasphemy to Christ."

8 Andrew

Blackwood,

9. mane

Dicks,

De

le

Pastoral York,

a

pe.

13.

The mere acinovledgemont
the Church have

that the preoccunations

overshadowed

of

the individusl might

have led to more extended but hardly to more efzeotive pastoral

nethod

services.

‘The imorsrament

of pastoral

and procedures as vell as the emergence of

the individuel inte the consciousness of the Church
wes urgent.
Psychology in its sevoral brenchos is

being exploited for what it mey contrite to the
pestor's intimate work with individuals.
It has
been repeatedly demonstrated that many personality
problens which the pastor encounters are not funda-

nentelly theological tt psycholozicel in orizin
and nature. . .fastoral psycholozy is remediel as
well as vreventive.
It makes use of the gathered
imowledge of clinical »sychology end employs its

tested methods in the correction of minor mentel
pathologies

end. anomalies.

It seeks

to deliver

the

individual from cripnling anxieties from a sense
of debilitating inferiority, from character dezects,
and fron social maladjustments. . .Tie new pastoral
approach isust have breadth and depth as. vell as
clinical cometency.
It must not secrifice the
inculcation end utilization of an edquate philosophy

of life to technical proficiency.
nekes

use

of religious

values

vation end rehabilitation.
outlook and dynsmic

Pastoral psychology

in personality ca

It avoropriates

of the Christian faith.*

Dr. Yrite in hic Pastorel Theolony sayst
She melcing of pastoral calls should not be Linited
to visiting the sick or such as are in spiritusl

Cistress, although these should be given first
consideration, but e pastor should call upon all
his nenberp,

. »tihile preaching is the most. impor

tant part of a pastor's duties,
only 2 part.

‘The minister

it is after all

of the Gospel

is

eminently e Seelsorger, 2 bishop (overseer), &
pastor (shepherd), & watchman, a man who by God,
a
has been entrusted with the cure of souls.%90- 13.17:
The recognition of a need for ministry
perticular

thought

for

those

in stress

to the individual

is not new.

However,

vith
the

10. Karl Stole, Pastoral Psyoholosy, pp. aoe

a

i

11. John 0. Frits, Pastoral, Zheolozy, p. 184.

ae

approach is varied since the ultimate gool varies.
vho deny the deity of Christ the
Tho pastor

then becomes

some

approsch becomes

sort

Among clergymen
the ond in itself.

of a vsychological

pacifier

whose

tasi: it ic to apply the techniques
of psyohletry towards the end of
rental

health.

This

idea of equating mentel health with

is looked upon as a nev discovery

and a now insight into

salvation
the meaning

of Jesus tack, "that they might haye ize." (Jon 10,10) Professor
Wiemann's. definition
of religion isMan's

ecute awareness

of the

realm of the unattained possibility and the behavior which results fron

the awareness. "22
With

such e definition as basis

distortions

it is not

surprising

as the one given by Dr. Anton Bolsen,

to find

the Father of

Clinical Training?

fhe requirenont of complete commitment even to the
point of self-sacrifice is seen in the Christian
doctrine of the crosse
It is however, a sad reflection upon frail human nature that Jesus! om
teaching regarding the significance
has been so strangely misconstrued.

of his death
If we can trust

gospel. accounts, Jesus prodlained reveatediy in
words whose meaning seems perfectly clear that
his course was an exemple and a challenge to his
followers.

end that no men could be his

disciple

ulegs he was willing to give up all he hes and
follow him. And yet thia doctrine of the cross has
become

the historic

doctrine

of vicerious

atonement

according to which, es it is commonly internretéd,
Jesus geve his life to satisfy the demands of justice
and thereby paid the prica which enables those who
believe in hin to obtain salvation in a life here-

after.

vJesus* commanding challenge has thus all

too often become just another means of evasion. « «
Wow the death of Jesus seems to have stood in his
own mind for snother principle,

the last full measure

it was for him

of devotion to the Love which

12. Wiemann, The Wrestles of Relision with Eruth, py. 135.

eee
esha

10

the bold decleretion ef the principle

ero

he belioved to rule tho universe.
It was. the bold
declaration of his faith thet self—realization does
not cone merely to the victorious strvivors tt siso
to thoss who give their lives for She group.
It was

that the

redemption ef the many is breugs about through tho
sacrificial devotion of the few and 16 summoned mon
to enlist in thet sacrificial tesk.13
When ideas

speaks

of this

sort

on religion are csrried

out by = man who

of his work in the "dure of sovlc,"! then ve can understend

the danger of trying to intermingle psychiatry and religion.
Dr. Gregory Zilboorg in his book Mind, Hedicine, end Men devotes a

a special point

He makes

that

science.

is geining renid

work psychothorepy

of yastoral

and says

nor a theological

theology

scientific

of distinguishing between

and. by science

eccentéd by faith

religion

botween

relationshin

to the

chapter

full

ani noychictry.
is

that which

there will

not be a

However,

in the area

recognition

in the

of religion.

nene

With the religious worker who has the view of Dr. Boisen and
Professor

Wiemern we find

e complete

doctrine

of sanctification,

This

accepteble
one

The

of inner motivation.

Christian

life

stems

from

love

weal and in need

of growth.

that desires

the fact

(Acts 17,28)

of service

4s the unselfish

13.

corfusion tetween a socially

socially acceptable

from an ego

stems

move aud have our being."

1s,

of the

life end the Christian life or the lize in Christ is

non-Christian
the

misinterpreteation

that

life

of the

gratification.
in

"Him we live and

Zhe love of tha Christian

to God and fellowen,

even thouga

Anton Boisen, Emloration
of the Inner Hordd, p- 205.
Ibid.,

De 238.

While

i

This micinterpretation hes resulted
which forced

the problems

by forbidding,

but

the attitude

wes left untouched.
dong as

the

desner.

anproach

‘the menifestetion ws
which produced

The relationshin

outwerd behevior

in a legelistic

was

renored

the nanifestation

to God was not effected as

satisfactory.

¥e have often boon bewildered,

end 2 little frigntened

at the sight of uentel disturbance.
Somotinen, too,
we have been shocked, for enotionsl distress 1s fre
quently disclosed by ects and atiltudes ubich are not

scclolly epproved.

Host. of us, as clergymen,

have

felt within our depth when dealing with "selfichnesg"
or “hota,” or "temer," go long as these uatters have
remsined within the "normal limits."
Sut when our
porlahionsss have boon necessarily renoved from their
femiby circles and conmitted to 2 hospital for treat-

mont,

we have accepted

thinking that
it was now the
we have tended
patient, that

the fact with sone relicf,

since the trouble was medical in nature
doctor's buciness.
That is to say,
to feel, once the person becarie a
ve hove been morally absolved fron

.
ae

=

future interest and work in his behalf.
Even when
wo heve been saked by relatives or hoaoital suthorities to meke pestorel visits we have done so with
uneasiness ard = as somo honest aoule will adult with Juilecent haste.
‘The chief reacon for our

reluctence to deal face to face with tho uentally
411 has arisen from the supposition that such illness
afforda little of logical explanation ~ unlike a
broken

has erg

Lee,

for instance — ani

consecucntly

that

@ Confusion on our part as to "what to

say. "

force

in the

open where

they con be watched and controlled

them underground wnere thelr movements are secret

dangerous.

amusenent

te can with passage

of laws force

to close but that will not correct

than

to

and

sinful pisces

of

the inner desire

which ie condemmed when the lord says,

"hosoover lookoth on a

woman

attultery with her already

to lust after her hath committed

15. Francis UoPeek,
De

1.

ee

work

that it is bettor for then to

“Tne Ministry in the Mental Hospital",

ee

Someone has said of the Commmists

12

in his heert," (liett. 5,28) and “Ac he thinketh in hia heart, so is
he." (Proverbs 23,7)

(2 Pot. 2,19; 1 John 2,16)

Religions have

for years been forcing their neoole into a vorletignteousness

with

"thou shalt nots" whieh simmly forced the nroblem into the meonscious,

developing

2 conscience

the person

to

lie he was

living when

inwardly his
eccusing
mental

sinful

finger

desires

ond frustrations

When

to deny hinself

an)

Zhe more

was

the
the

age

om realization
of virtue

crisis

the

origin

to the

a prerequisite

for

theology as seen

socially acceptable

in Dr.

is being broadened

Nolsen

an

oud psycho=

which were
It

as being

conflict.

cireles

in theological

the abunient

are

beierior, montal health
As

life.

then saw

is customary,

the resvlt.

Now the

the essential features
swmed up as follows

to that which is supreme
of loyalties.

. .For

in

in the

the nonroligious

men it would mean the nsychoanelytice doctrine
of autonomy end metority.
No man is well and
no man

is grown up until he has merged from

the stege of dependence and has worlced out
his own philosophy of life so as to be able to
stend

on his

changes.
. e

"social

to telzc in also = mentel health asvect

On the basis of our findings
any olen of salvation may be
hierarchy

the

te them and svch twists

end this is considered salvation,

1. Commitment

of the

end

forces.

in for an ottacl

came

of mental

"modern elenent"

dynamic

own feet

for

come he hed a

of psychiatrists

end to repress

"religion"

in aidition

Gospel"

to imocsible

were pointing

enotions:]

Bible was used where it could. te usefvl
of

of his

outwerdly he was 2 seragon

Then esme

Long nefore

uarcelistic

that

it next

They heard of the doctrines of "religion"

forcing man
not

with hinsel? becerse

at him.

bregidown.

anniyets.

was

live

which made

regardless

of outwerd

sis,

2.

Thoroughgoing honesty

fects.

in the Zecing

of the

. . Ethical codes and values are but

functions of the loyalties and that tha basis
of frlondishin is to be found not in outward
correctness of bohavior but in the icinshiy of
loyalty ond yurpose andi in the sharing of

experience on thé decper levels.
‘This, as we
heve sosn, was the essence of Pevl's discovery
wegerding the spirit as against the lawe It
was

also

the basis

of the doctrine

of justifi-

cation by faith which waa central in lather's
tesching.
Tt is also the basis of 211 psychoenalytic
3.

therapy.

Progressive wmification

loyaltios

and stendards.

on the basis

of accented

. .Hrom tho relicious

point of view it is the old doctrine of sanctification.
Ho matter how imperfect e mm nay be,
he is saved as soon as be is restored to right

relotionshin with God and has joined the

ranks of

those vho are striving to become better.1

It vecones

evident

uatter but bas

thet Dr.

Boisen has

not been guided by the

As 2 result he defines

done

some

true meaning

thinicing on the

of the word of God,

salvation as "ths release from the sense of

isolation end the restoration to fellowshin with God (mental health)
which follows imnedintely upon the experience of forgivesess."27
Tt should be not#d that the vords
are part of Dr. Boisen's text.
right

health,

relationship

God,

we have

receive the

in parentheses

While we have used the expression

1+ certainly has not meant

The right relationship

that we might
Christ

with

"mental heeltn"

to God ics that of which we reaé-—

adoption

been zedeemed Brom

of sons.

That by the work of

slavery unter

the devil

life In which God 1s the yoverful and motivating Lorca.

16,

Botsen,

17.

Thid.;

Oe
Be

Cltes
305.

simply mental

Dp. 210-211.

to a new

fho doctrine
any place

but

of tho Bible doos not atvocate eepeedaton

it does

tell us

that

we must recornize

ot

our sinful

nature and. desires and then ::ith the helm of God Himself make

a Satisfactory edjustment.
end

there

Leave

remomberest

there

reconclled

ye mow

that thy brother

thy gift

before

to thy brother,

(Natt. 5,23-2)

“If thou bring thy gift to the eltar,

the

slter,

hoth

ought

ageinst

ond go thy ways

thees

first be

and. then come ani offer thy gift."

"“ihosoever bateth his brother 4s a murderer? and

that no murderer

hath

eternsl

life

abiding in hin.”

(1 John 3,15)
The
behavior

@octrine
tut

of the Bible hse

inverd

azreenent.

not

If the

eecepteble snd by thet the individual
Llessings
for

of aternel

sin still

volgn

worl-righteousness
converted

selvation

while

only asked for outward
outwerd behevior

thinks he shall merit the
in his heart

then tho new life hes
is motivated

Chrictien,

in whon

is in the ley of the Ldrd:

is

not

by en exo

the desires

telcen over.

His

satisfaction.

the Holy Spirit

lives,

his

In the
"delicht

ond in his lav doth ho meditate both

day end night." (Psalms 1,2)
Psychiatry,
as found weler

psychosnelysis,
the banner

and psychology

snd their pseudos

of religion mey effectively work

out

aifficulties within the ind@ividusl so thet he lives a asture, —
socially eccentable life ani hes a well integrated personality
but

they cannot

change

the motivating yover.

Holy Spirit to do in Regoneretion.
a socially acceptable

and mature

That renains

‘The selfish,
individual

for

ego-striving of

is e far cry fyonm the

dynemic force. of vitel Christianity as produced by the "power

Wit

God. unto salvation"

through the Holy Spirit.

the

of

As De Schyeinitz points

out:

"His desire to move was not.

strong enough to decide him in favor of a change.
be convinced

of

the importance

of a given course

« »People may
of action yet

they may not rally the energy necessary to carry it through, "18
The ego motivation of such socially accentable behavior is: rather
clearly demonstrated in Dale Camegie's
and. Influence People"

title,

“How to Win Friends

with the subtle and silent implication "for

your personel welfare end gratification.
fhis
De

seifish ego

Schweinits

striving viewpoint makes

the discussion by

on religion understandables

Religion shows itself differently in different
persons.
To one it apnoars suddenly as in
coversion; to another it comes as growth of a
slowly developing

conviction.

it through one form of faith,
another form.

This

Ons man receives

anothor through

complicates

the problem

a slowly developing conviction.

of

This complicates

the problem of using it for the person who is in
need of help may require an interpretation of
religion different from that offered by the person
who desires to help him. . .The best procedure with
such a person is to bring him into touch with
someone who has this sane epproaelt and who may be

eble to confirm him in it, "9

in other words,

if he is Mohammedan,

confirm him

he be Jewish confirm him in his belief.

workers,
into

in his belief,

if

Talking a byword of case=

they have seid in the field of religion, don't force him

your pattern.

It means,

you may feel your religion

is the

best for you and provides you most adequately with the adjustnents
to lige situations;

however,

that religion,

which

term

they use

18, Deseins: The Ant of Helping People out of Erouble,
ie

LZ

19. Tota.,

eo

De

205.

es
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interchangeably with philosophy of life,
and mentally healthy for enother

is not necessarily good

individual.

Is

it any vonder

that

other professional people heve become skeptical about the value of

religion and have accused the Church of failing in its task?
The exagesis of the story of the two bullders, one building

on send,

tho other on rock, becomes quite clear when one sees the

shallow, vacillating opinions
end,

we

should add,

what

that are held in the name of religion

is called a mentally healthy tolerance.

That is tolerance for everything but the yersonal Savior,
Son of God,

the

true God and Han and Savior of sinners.

It would be false to say that no one can go through life
with a reasonable

is a Christian.

degree of mental health and security unless he

Yor God maketh his sun to shine on the good and

the evil ond the rain falls on the just and the unjust. Only too
frequently we find

seems

that the ungodly and unchristian

individual

to have more success in life than the pious Christian,

This

does not vitiate

the fact that absolute security is offered alone

by God.

security is not meant days of ease and life of

By this

plenty—-1t extends to the time when ease and plenty disappear and
gives

the strength and courage

to face also

the day of trial.

Placing people into categories is always a precarious
position.

To clarify the process of sanctification in contra-

distinction to "good works" we have nade the following illustration.

See

Litas

=

1”

Goo

Gon

NaS
Wor
4

Mav /

Man

a

[

Secie TY
Figure

one

is tho Christian

according

to the description of

the Bible who accepts Jesus Christ as His Savior, is a child of
God by the atonement.

He sees

God through Ghrist.

The love

of

God Zlows into him through Christ so that he says like Peul,. the
love of Chfist constrains us.
2 new creature,

In this relationehip he becomes

"If any man be in Christ,

he is a ney creature?

old things sre passed avay; behold sll things are become new."

(2 Cor. 5,17) He “is motivated in his deeds of kindness by the
Love

of Christ

fellovmen.

living in hin—an

unselfish

love

for God and his

Certainly this too is qualified to a degree by the

fect that sin still lives in him end the complete unselfishness ag
it is

seen in the

Savior will not be achieved until

perfection is reached in eternity.

the

state

of

In him the Savior's work has

taken effect in overpowering sin, death, and the devil and instilling
in him @ love for righteousness.

Christ not only consuered sin Zor

us but also in us.

Figure two is the individual motivated by a fear—a guilt
feeling--or

perhaps

an egocentric

drive for very selfish satisfaction—

quite umeonsclously.

He does not necessarily asic for publie

to dominate

He is socially acceptable and ic looked upon as

@ pillar of the commmity.

However,

his relationship

to God is not

He may bo a nominal church member but thet does not

insure faith nor sanctification,
the fruit of faith.
love of God can only
be active

relationship to God.
approved. acts

Figure

in the heart that is in a right

Nevertheless he may be capable of socially

of kindness.

three is that individusal who hes no reletionshin to

God and manifests

being God.

The unselfish

Ae

- Complete.

or a desire

his feelings

of his fellowen

while he pleys

at

He is found in the penal institutions if his acts have

grown sufficiently anti-social to warrant such procedure.
hoe may be capable of sufficient self-control

However,

to avoid punishment.

In figures two and three
we haye those who are in need of
regeneration.
that figure

Agein a uisinterpretetion has
two can be classed

exemple of Christ in doing good.

es

Christian

caused

He fails to recognize

vation of Christ aa totally wnselfisk in contrast
of "york righteousness."

some to feel

since he follows

to see that the
@vacte changes

the

the noti~-

to his method

Such people may evon speck of obeying

the commendiments and think of them as a code of life.

They fail

working of the Holy Spirit through the means of
the motivation for the keeping of the éomanimente

and that not merely fear of punishnent makes

them a curb,

rule or

who by his
the Christ

but the Love of Christ in the heart,
mirror

sin and

the devil and

atoning vor

broke the power of
on Calvary

hss changed,

in the hearts of those who acoept his work by feith,

the naturel mind which

is enmity against God.

e,

without fanfare.

for a guilt feeling

lana

to atone

Re
a ee Be

satisfaction

He may find sufficient

eat Eo tan om | SO

acknowledgement of his philanthropies.

ig
In an eddress to the Red Oross class of Medical Social
Workers Chaplain B, Bruder defined religion as man'a relationship
to God,

We accept this definition because 1

All men live in some relaticnship
an agnostic

or an atheist,

is all inclusive.

to God whether that be a Christien,

Whether

the relationship

is richt

or

not is not to come into consideration at. this point,

Because of men's desire to be independent ond since the
"cernel mind is enmailty against God" (Rou. 8,7) he rebels against
the
At

idea
the

that he is

seme

saved by grece without

time he has within himself

the deeds

a desire

of the law,

to mintein a

relationship which keops him in the good of whatever he may call
this

in a variety

the world has

of ways.

some concept which

Svery tribe
they call god,

of peonle
inlet

eround

He does

It may

But

i

ineludo meny gods, it may be an intangible, undefined spirit.

aie

@06,.

men has been noun

to perform deeds of self<inflicted torture without

thought of gricf or pnin.

The prophets of Baal slashed thenselves,

in Africe tho beating heart of a native is cut out, in Indie babies
are thrown into the Ganges, other ‘bables are placed into the
whitehot

arms

of 2 god to te burned alive,

cClinbed on the knees

of worshippers,

in America

femilies

deprive

of essentials in order to pay for dead relatives—-all

4g done in the name of religion to avnease a god.

steps

are

themselves

this and more

‘he worshipper

believing that his atonement, his rigut relationship

to God, can

only be worked cut by a personal sacrifice is driven to comlotely
irvrational acts by a fear of punishment fron a god whose whims he
must guess and satisfy.2°

20. Of. Paul Kretamann, The God, of the Bible and Other Gols,
Zs DPe 1-30.
ererr

Ghep ter
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Others

living

in a similar

reletlonship

heve

attained what

call e healthier ond msture approach to their concept of god.
feel

thet because

they

They

of 2 “good. life" end an attempt to aid othors

that God must be well pleased with them and “Af there is 2 life
efter

this"

they will be admitted.

satisfactory adjustment

ascenteable Zashion.

to life

‘Thelr relictlon is defined by a

which includes

The individusl

living in a socially

seemingly has no

‘tensions or

conflicts and 1s usually uewere of vhat he is missing in the way
of a secure relationship

to God through Cixist.

In fact he is

ininical to the idea of & Savior who give himself thet he might
live.
An overdeveloped conscience coupled vith a fear of nunishment
nay lead the individual into mentel illness..
fatelisn,

Overdependence,

fear of an insetieble god are indicative of what is

described as novrotic religion.

Such 2 reletionshin

the individual in « constant state of wcertainty.
know

if ho hes fulfilled his

obligations

whet lize holds end cannot understand

nor

to. God keeps

He doesn't

is he certain as

the death of one whose

contribution to soclety has been cut off by an carly death.
the day of trouble he searches

to

for the sin for yaich

In

he is boing

punished or ho curses hie luck and asks why did God do this to mo;
I heve always been good ani tried

to do good.

The completely anti-social individusel lives in a vorld which
he vishes to dominate.
melsing,

He wants

to play by the rules of his ow

Talcing property which does not belong to hin,

evading

the responsibilities wiich fall to him as a citizen are characteristio of hin, hovever, he wants and demands for himself the
protec
of the law
tio
of the n
land.

‘the thief feels he has been

a
sentenced unjustly when he gets one year and a day for auto theft.
;

The some man will be ready to murder vhen a five cent candy bar

is stolen from hin.
his rights

should

He would use every available source to protect

a judge

sentences him to execution for auto

theft.

He in playing at boing god himself. He 4s the mon, living without
God,

but trying to play God.
It would not do for us

roligion ami God.
Christionity
Peoyle

cell

to stop now after merely a reference

The hazy ideas of God are already too prevalent.

is a torm which has
theaselves

been abused almost as mach as God.

Christian who deny everything about

Sevior wnich Indicates His deity.

vho has been conditioned

Bon of God, Jesus Christ,

the

This is not the tyoe of Christianity

The Christien is the individual

we hove in mind when we use the term.

by the Lew of God to receive

the

by faith

as his personel Savior from sin and eternal.

This Holy Spirit working

demnation,

to

through

the means

of grace has

brouzht hin into 2 rolationshin where he sees the God of the Bible
throug:

sey thet Jesus

This process

is 2 now creature,

this

old

things

their

If any man be in Christ he

ere nessed avey,

all

things becone

This relationship waich makes us children of God and heirs of

salvation.has
nen.

not

of regeneration and justification have

effect in « live of senctificstion.
ney,

is Lord but by the

How can thoy beiicve in Him of whom they have

Holy Ghost.
-heerd,

No men cen

Chxiat.

its effect in our relatiouship also wits our fellow-

‘The love of God lives in us and is a motivating force,
chell

ye kmow them,

that they love

mean = perfect state of senctification.

one another,

This

By
does not

“There must.also be growth

in sanctification."*1
worlcing o£ the Holy

which 2il1s

‘his growth takes place by the effective
Spirit

through

the means

of grace.

The love

tho heart of such « Christian noves him to acts of

love which constroin hin to service in Jesus Nance without thought
of the benefit

that

“good works,"!

‘he

will

come

to him porsonally

story of the Last Judguent

throusa his

shows

that

unselfish motivation of love has left the people weware
food

they wore

doing when thoy ask

the

of the

“when saw we thee an hungrod,

ani fod thea, otc.” (Hatt. 25.31=6)
This relationship
bringing forgiveness

pover

of sin,

for a righteous

nearness,

His

to God by faith in Christ in addition to
the

assurance

live also brings

concern for

the

of eternal

togother

when he

for good

seys

iniividuol

that he believes

to thom

that love

and

the

the assurance of God's
ond His protection,

GUiGences provision in the day of trouble.
o. fatalist

lize

Goi.

help;

The Christian is sot
cvorything
He mous

is a personel God who "Calls thee by rene."

shall work
that God

(Iseish 43.1)

LALIT
A

21, J. T. Mueller, Shristian Dommaties, p. 396»

See

It is = sod connentary on Chaplains and minictérs if they feel
their work hes

beon curtalled

by the edvent

of secicl

workers,
ee

that

a

‘he Job of the Pastor

ee

ee

oe

——————

iI,

over

the

lack

the

editor

for 5000 naticnts.
a9 4 Chaplain,
conducting

This

s service

ves & parole

Russell

Dicks

of = title emong the Protestant

would be eauivelent hg Seclsorger.
served as

Dr.

expressed

clergy which

In one institution the Chaplain

of the weekly gener

and as recreztionsl

In addition he ves oxpected

leader

to render service

service azounted to little nore than that of
once

= week,

officer and part

In another place

the

time athietic director.

Cheplein

In perishes

their ere pastors whose chief work is serving in a public relations
censcity Zor

the congregation.

situations woon one studies
pestor knows

of nothing

It is not surorising

to find such

the theologies being promoted.

to do watch

is strictly

spirituel.

The
Neny

heve expressed the idea that the Gospel of Christ is never to be
verbeliced tat that is is preached simly by the sincere love of the
minister in his relutionship

to his perishioncrs.

dust uhat that

love cen do besides winning a following for the pastor himself is not

known,

ee

regret

ani psychiatrists.

ee

recrostion Leaders

ors

ui:

a

The
by Janes

ideas

of Chapleincy

V. Bennett,

service

Director,

U.

are rather

S. Bureau

well put in a paper

of Prisons?

fhe day is gone wren the Chenlain was tolerated
lergely beceuse he could pray long and loudly
enough to drow. the cries of those who were being
stung
by the lash or because
he could rm a
little vawlevilic side show elong with preaching
a decply moving sermon, . .dust because we now
have svecialized workers in these fields, it doos
not mean thet we can dispense with the Chaplain. . .
Just because we have librarians, socicl service

workers, directors of athletics, usychiatrists
end other spocialized vorkers does not mean that
we can get along in prison without

a religious

Worker. « eSomehow the Chaplain must reach the
inneornost spiritual life of the man in prison.
We look to him with confidence to.make over tie
emotional life of the inmate.
Reformation must
come izom within because it is ossontially a chenge
of mental processes, 2 realization and strengthening
of the intangiblo facultios of mind and soul.

Education,

craftsmenship,

work, hygiene,

discivline

ave o£ grcat value, but they do uot necesserily
bore beneath the surface ox stimulate the mind and
will of a man Lo eet orma thos
Thet is tho job

of tho Chaplain.
Along another line Chaplein BE. Bruder writes:
Guided by whet he finds the chaplain proceeds
and by the coreful use of worship, prayer,
preaching, counselling, the scrintures and
sacrements ox the churea he confirms, strengthens,
goides and sustains all that would enable the
individual to Lead = more wholesome sand vorthe
while 1ife.
Im short, he begins with vhat he
Zinds—the patient where he is—and noves on

to more progressively positive and socially

acceptable goals of living.
Hr.

Bennott, 2 layman,might

"strongthening

3.

2. Lrnst Sruger,
Hospital,”

the

of tho intangible faculties

1. James Bonnett,
Dp

define

De

"Zho Hole

job

of the pastor

of the mind and soul."

of the Nodern Prison Chaplain,"

"Zhe Function of the Cheplein in a Nentel
128

as a

>
Ad
y
‘

He seoms to heve some insigit at least into « power thet lies in
religion
brought

viuch
inte

affective

Hovover,

exoeis

the battlo

working

a power

that rust

sin,

o powsy

which we lov

of the Holy Spirit

through

the Means

of Gog.

individuel's

In his

liye,

of living."

for

Turning

the now life

Like

he believes

end answer

definition

God in left out.

to God which produces

Bruder,

agalust

of man,

be
as the

cf Grace,

the interpretation of Chopinin Bruder indicates his view on

the power

Goel

the poucrs

Dr.

Boisen,

that men use

themselves,

to e disciple

foj.lowing cuotation

"io

is

the power

in the

tiles gool 1s not a reletionship
in hin tut 2 "socislly acceptable
who was

the

teacher

of Cheplain

roligion -to reorgenize

thenselves

arm IP!

of Dr.

ascribed

the chanlein

Russell

to Chaylain

Dicks
"BALL"

the heading:

HOSPTMAL CHAPLAINS HOW LIST

@ sub-heading

"Days of Jorma]

we fink

tis

Donald under

TimtRap oF TALK,

with

Calis and 2 few Prayers Passing;

Intangibles How Considered. "!
Welze allies to the doctors in the sick roon.
The everasce priest, pastor, or rabdbl generelily
has a strict religious purpose on his hospital
Calls.
We work closely with doctors.
Zirst. of
ail we seek to relieve the strain, confusion,
and fears

in the mind

of the patient.

simply neans leading him to realize

Thie

the montel

resources for health, couregs and 2 belief
the vworthuhilenesa of the life experience,
After

this

definition

of his

job

the article

goes

in

on to say?

Bill, as he is know to patients, neither looks
nox gots like the general conception of a Fro=
testant minister.
He has adopted 2 crew cut,
Sinaire tic, tyuo-tone suit and loafers to disnel
formality.
Often he slits with a foot over one arm

of the cheaiz. The word "chaplain! on his jacket
is his main introduction to patients.
Bill's
bedside ministry,

emotions.

3. Chaplain "Bill" Doneld,

essentially deals

with

the

"Milwaukee Jonrnal,” Jan. 31, 1948

:
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In 2 paper titled "The Chaplain in the Correctional Institution"
Chaplain Henry Casslor voints

out the chaplains' job as interpreting

the inmate to the pastér of his home churchy notifying inmates of
family deaths;

counselling

in cases

of divorce;

contacting families

of inmates by maih; keeping records of inmate's religious
counselling fenily members
advisory committees

when they visit

vespor services;
problens;

visiting

as Cheplain

progran.

However,

and counselling nen during

word,

"Go ye

ethical and noral

the period

of ed just-

pranote visual education in the religious field.
Cassler

goes we find little

wrong with his

as in the case of the other men,

this certainly

"That repentance and

should be preached in His name among 211 nations

beginning et Jerusalem.

(Luke 24,47)

sick in the hospital;

the

on religious,

does not cover the commission of Jesus:
remission of sins

eerving on

develop a proper musical program;

discussion groups

nent in quarantine;
As far

visiting

of the Yarden;

visit living querters regularly;

inuates;

activity;

And ye are witnesses of these things."

It certainly is evident that totally absent is Jesus
therefore and

teach

ail mations,

bavtising

then in

the name of the Falher, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.
Teaching them to observe all things vbatsoever I have commanded

you." (Hatt. 28,19-20)
Emotional. problems are often religious as dung points
Hany people have fallen far from God because
developed in them.
merely producing

However,

out.

of false attitudes

the Chaplein's job goes beyond

a socially acceptable

individual.

His job is

to serve in bringing the power of God into tho life of the
individual

so that power

cen work

effectively in creating and

strengthenin
the new
g fe ant the new men./
4, ‘Cte G. ¥. Walther, Law and Gospel, Thesis XVI.

-

eles

ee iy oe

4n interesting note on this is giver. by Severd Hiltner.
of the Cherlein he has boen

Frou the etaudpoint

Educators took emay pert of it.
losing his jov.
Soeial workers, psycholovists, reorantional
ven
workers all took away large scotions of it.
the medicel profession joined. the lists by sending
psychiatrists who took eway some of his most
Tue modern prison ehsvlsin is
reguicxr clients.
an & quandry; for ie seems to have nd function
Lert bat to be a ehuplain.J
And

to

now

taken

this

wo might

dogna

edd

that

sizce

so frequently
won

sericusly exd looks

book: of traditions

valunble

only beceuse

the chaplain

the Bible
it gives

has

nerely as a
of

a philosonhy

live, he doesn't Imov whet to do as a Choplein.
fhe pastor has a job cf importance.

the pastor

to relate people

to

God

changes

changes
and

frou within which

necessary for

take place

the individusl

"How can

throvegh Christ.

they believe in hin of vhon they havo not heard."
The

It is the work

necd for the infividuel.

is to 2111 thet spiritual
of

Ee is the sgacialist vho

(Rozens 10,14)

in regeneration cre

in his

life

the

temoral

both

eternal.
This

change

is wrought

and Sacraaents——the

of grace.

means

Lord but by the Holy Ghost.
article:
believe
Ghost

"I believe
on Jasus

that

Christ,

by the Holy Spirit through
Ho wen cen

the Vord

sey that Jesus

is

Wo say ia the exolanetion of the third
I camot,

my Lord,

has called me by the Gospel,

by my own recson
or come

to Hin,

but

or stroneth,
the Zoly

enlightered ns vith his

elfts,

and sanctified and kept me in the true feith even ss he calls,
gathers,

enlightens

5e Sevard Hiliner,

end sanotifies

the whole

Christian church

on

"me Function of the Prison Chaplain," ni.

hy inthe cea iil moe) aialeden
toe

earth."

This does not eliminate the pastor or nininize his job,

bat it shovld help him to an awareness

of his role.

The ninister

is a servent
of the vord bringin
the Means
g of Grace whereby
followers for Christ: are won by the Holy Spirit.

‘This chango is

basic in any rehabilitation work, in eny ministry to individuals.
After this imor change has
the subsesuent
then

and

for

training in crafts
the criminal

will

have

a beneficial

offect.

to go straight. without regeneration.

His motivation is the repulsive memory of his imorisonment rather
than his desire for righteousness.
It is possible also to find escepe from tensions, & least. for
2 tino,

in movies,

tha problem,

solve

Adjustment

books

and activity.

But again,

this does not

nor does it help to a satisfactory adjustment.

comes again through a right reletionshin to God.

feelings find forgiveness;

individual

ie made

Guilt

the feeling of being unvanted is removed

by the God who says, "Thou art mine." (Isaiah 45,1)
the

to agree with

The will of

the will of the sll-wise

God

so that in the day of gricf and loss he Imows that the divine plan
of God was ordained for his benefit ani velfare.
The pastor will not always bo confronted with unregenerate
heexts

that need his ministry.

are weak in feith,
are confessing

=

sanctification becomes 2 force in the life for good,

education and

It 4s vossible

tckeen place through regeneration,

with

Many times he will find those who

who emroess fears,
their lines

distrust even while they

thelz confidence in God.

There

it

Decones the job of the pastor to again use the means of Grace to

strongthen faith by the working of the Holy Spirit.

The sin within

us end the perpetual working of Satan seek to undermine faith at

every turn.

The Devil is far more active in the church pew than

in the "dens of sin."

In tho latter he hac people with unregencrate

hearts who love to do evil,

who have not come to 2 relationship with

God by which the nover of the devil ani sin is broken.
heart

of the Christian

there

is a challenges,

But in the

2 fight for the

soul.

fn operation is to be performed, the individual fears the act ond
the result.

A child dies and God's wisdom is questioned.

true that few peoole desire denth.
of death.

In the minds

It is

That is different from the fear

of some the exmression "where there is life

there is hove" has come to mean thet when life devarts God has
failed end forsaken then.
The nestor in ministering to such individuels has a responsi-=
bility of bringing
them

to lose

people

fear

for dying.

the means

of grace

of death also.

to strengthen falth and help

Tho ministers

He should remind

job is to prepare

the individual

that

"there

hath no temptation befallen you but such as is common to man.

. .

He will with the temptation make a way of escape for you."

(1 Cor. 10,13)
Bven a week feith is a saving faith and as

desire

"newborn babes

the sincere milk of the word th-t they my grow thereby"

(1 Pet. 2,2) so the vastor is to be conscious of this weak faith
and use the means God hes pleced at his disposal
the effeative

to bring about

strengthening of faith by the Holy Spirit.

will from time to time be called uon to minister
The pastor

eS

to mombers

of his congregation in whom the Holy Spirit has worked
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effectively,

ani in whom is found 2 firm f2ith.

In those

the pastor egain has a spiritual job of comforting,

situntions

It is slichtly

different fron initiating a relatlonehiy to God through Christ, in

that the relationship oxists, but will be strengthened, and vill

j

provide

j

the necessery nover in the individual's life in a situation

of crises

to keon hin mindful

of his God.

The pastor ougat to keep

in mind thet a conversion end rogeneratioy will not be necesssry in
es.ch, cass he sypronches.

In many

that will have

teken ylace

alrealy

and tho power of God in the life of that individuel will neniZest

itself by his yeace of mind which at best needs the comfort: and
encouragement
thee

will

of Serlnture.

neither

Such passages as}

slumber nor

sleep"

(Pselm

"He that keepeth

121),

or "I will both

lay me dow and sleep for Thou Lord ert with ne" (Pexin 4,8), or
‘Seer not for I have redeemed thee I havo ‘called thee by nane,

thon

art mine" (Isaiah 43,1), will by the working of the Holy Spirit
bring 2 peaceful anil restful reletionship to God in the regenerate
heart.

This i% does not nean-—thet sedatives

nedical care eliminated where nein,
disturbing exoorlense.
peins

But when the fears are exaggerated,

of a God with vhom

or

or discomfort follow a

seem undesrable ard the Christian wants

presence

drew

grief,

are renleced,

the

to be assured. of the

there ere no accidents,

he:

waite

closer to the God of whor Paul speaks when hoe says,

to be

“I can do

all things throug: Christ which strengtheneth mo." (Phil. 4,13)

It

is particulerly In thie ores. of pastorel ministry to those in stress

and leve of God as basic.
the security
thet one feels
be given

by assuring

the person thet

Ho help will

"tomorrow your pain will be over,"

oly mean oie

eng around béfore you Imow it" (when even th’ untrained eye of
the laymen ean see that it 1s not the aase).
thet

death

is not en accident.or

while

life exists.

error

when they challenged

‘The pastor must know

that God has been active

only

Mary end Nertha serve as an example of this
the Lord with

"if thou hndst

been here."

The Lord is ruler of life end death, but that does not moan that

ve can forever avert desth for tho perishioner ani attempt to rm
counter to the will of God.
to God through

To prepsre people for 2 right relationship

Christ the pastor must bo avare of the totel situation.

at Pentecost preached a sermon of Law. (Acts 2)
as @ conditioning agent: in showing
that

they sypealed

to hin with

the peoole

owm conselience

their sinfulness

so

to the conditioning

seek the salvation of the Gosnel.
the Law to neople

"What you say when presching
their

He used the law

"what must we do to be seved?"

The proper use of the Law is still essential
process. whereby individuals

Peter

is vreaching

is something

to them every day.

that

For could

wo convert any person by preaching the Gosvel to him wiless we

preached tho Lay to him first."© However, Dr. Walther Imew too
the Lav

thet

is to be preached

in all its

severity and

pastor's ‘soverity when he told his stuients:

not

the

"I wish to tallc the

Christian doctrine into your very hearts, enabling you in your

future Calling to come forvard as living witnesses with a denon-

stration of the spirit and of power."?
&..

Walther,

De

oit.,

Pe

Ge

70

Walther,. Ope

cit..s

Pe

5.

Dr. Frits states regarding

at ied

"here is a book to take your mind off of it," or you will "be up
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presching:

“Preaching is to engender and to strengthen faith and

to encoursgs

the

doing of good vorks;

all

this

can be done

means of the Word of God, the Gospel of Jesus Christ."8
ons fecl

that the Gospel alone is necessary,

only by

But lest

Dr. Fritz adds from

Walther's Pastorel Theology:
Waoever uses the Gospel to deprive the lay of its
severity or the law to deprive the Gospel of its
sweetnesss whoever so teaches the secure sinners
are comforted and terrified sinners are still more
frigitened; whoever fails to direct those who have
been terrified by the law to the means of grace and
instead simply directs them to pray for grace; whoever exolains and demands and threats of the law
to mean that, if a Christian do as much as he can,
God vill be satisfied and will overlook the sins
of wealmess, and so proaches the gospel as to make
it seem to give comfort only to such as already in

taolr life show a chenge of heart;

whoever tries by

the demands, threats and promises of the law to
persusde the unregenerate to do good works and

demands that those who are no Christians (still
being without faith) shall desist from sin and

Love God
certain
such as
better;

end their neighbor; whoever demands a
degree of contrition and comforts only
have already undergone a change for the
whoever confounds not being able to believe

with not being nermitted
such a one does

truth but vresents
end mixed

The Law brings

it condems him.
threat

to his

ability.

to

thé Lew and Gospel in 2 tangled

the natural man a realization

those means

of his

sin;

to the natural man is a threat—a:

independence

In ninistering

pastor use

and the Like:
the Vord of

form.

The Gospel

ego,

to believe;

not rightly divide

and his personal

to individuals

initiative

it is essentiel

and

that the

given by God to condition the heart

and with

the ald of the Holy Spirit remove the stumbling blocks which hinder
the person fron faith and sanctification.

8 Fritz,

op.

9. Toid.»

De

Cites
69

Pe 68.
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These stunbling blocks may go beyond merely the fact that the
natural man

is enmity against God.

which constently plece him into
hinder

and

thvwert

the growth

Conditions

the nath

the

with

income,

insufficient

the individual

of sanctification.

distrust

a spouse

vho cannot

allow

their

all

own,

cation and my

field for

with neurotic

are factors

the weak

pastor must be keenly aware
as a servant

tendencies,

Christian

of his

establishment

living

a home

of

in sanctifi-

e, backslider.

‘The

role and job so thet he is working
of grece

right relationship with God through Christ.

the

to create

dominating parents

the growth

to become

or

make

the family,

to set un and manage

of God using
the means

law that is to be preached.

Being jobless

within

which may hinder

"spirit

Economic conditions my

the devil. and his angels
Conditions

their children

cause

the

with no adeauate plan for old age,

in God and his mercy.

with narents,

Though

Christian with weak faith.

fertile

the environment

of temteation and sin may

is willing the flesh is weak." (Matt. 26,41)
severely hendican

within

to bring people into

a

It is not the pastor's

Nor is the pastor's chief concern to be

of 2 following for himself.

‘The pvastor must

aside ani show Jesus and the God of love to his perishioners.

stend

"God

sent not his son into the world to condemn: the world but that the
world

through him might be saved.

John 3,

17

Hodern psychiatry and

personality enalysis have helped us to see this glorious

truth of the

TTT

TTT Littl ote

gospel as the fundamental basis of all living work of God in this

i]

world. through a living church, proclaiming and living beneath the one

on:the erosst

Love the Lew of Iife,"10

10. Horborg, Varitles
of Christian Emerience, p. 186

In the Federal Penitentiary in Atlenta, Georgia, en inmate
‘designed a pulpit for the chapel. When the pulpit was finiched he
proudly showed it to the chaplain,

It was in the shape of a cross

and the inmate's explanation was, "The preacher should preach from
behind the croas, he shouldn't get between the people and the cross."
The pastor

can by his personality end attitudes. become

a severe

stumbling block in the effective working of the Holy Spirit in lives
of those ‘sntrusted to his spiritual Care.
A £i5th chmbling block ve migit Inbel in general,
of the individual.

His religious

the attitudes

background and development may have

been of siwh 2 natura
as to neke him fear God as = tyrant
ond task
master ruling the world with a whip called the Ten Comsanduents,
waiting for the opportunity to push people away from hiusel?.

Or

he may heave lived in a home which was considered devoutly religious,
but had

God,

at

the helm,

who hid behind

to make demands upon the children which were ahova

ability
have

tyrennical parents

ond in charactor

« traumatic

insurmomteble

arbitrary.

Such memories

the laws

of

the child's

of religion will

effect which will very often create simost

stuabling blocks--insurmountable

as long as

the

Holy Spirit is shut from the heart.
The nestor,
loss

especiolly in a netropoliten area, may feel. at a

when confronted by the many stumbling blocks

which

"make

the

preaching of the cross to then that perish foplishness." (1 Cor. 1,18)
She pastor will want to render every dossible 2id in helping to

astablish 2 relationship
upon hinself

ought

tasks

to recognize

to God throngn Christ.

for which he is untrained

Ue should not take

and unoguippod.

He

the limitations of hic time, ability and resources.

SI
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Much time
the

is irretrievably lost by the individual who wishes to be

jeck-of—sll-trailes.

pastors

find themselves

agencies
welfare
Before
evail

‘We are well aware

specializing
office

at

fumbling
himself

least solicit

in rural areas without the aid of other
in various

phases

of welfare work.

through a serious

of the

services

stumbling block

offered

through

Lose

areas

prestige,

harmed, if he goas

tho pastor

nor will

is a

these agencies

should
or at

will find agencies

Ee, as sviritual worker

the faith of the individuel

be

Ee should

need=—=Imt he should not attemt

or cut off othor trained specialists

the sffection and Loyalty

—Dectoz

The doctor

of every

of a team planning a, very immortant role-—the role

of filling man's basic spiritual

exemple,

the nestor

to a reputable agency for assistavce.

see hinself as part

overlap

There

theiy cowmsel for his particular case.

description which will gladly assist hin.
not

in which

the county seat of every county in the United States.

In metropolitan

will

of the situations

to

in an effort to buy

of an individual.

sod Die,

ic not called to give spiritual ministration,

(execpt in energencies) to administer Baptism.

for

Thet work
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is given the pastor
attemmt

diagnosis

Tt is well

a thilosonhy

best

after

which belongs

in mind also

of

vorker has

job

she can with

40 mumlement
consultation

all

the

the resources

the income

of trentment for a mental

illness.

information necessary and. is doing
allotted her.

If the nastor

of an individual he should do so

wlth the worker who handles

individual's neeis.

that

does not look upon psychiatry as

lize but as a method

socia),

in the medical field.

when dealing with noychiatrists

and. gocd psychiatrist

The

aiatiod

By the same tcken the pastor cought not

or treatment

to keep

the renutable

to do.

that part

of the

Baing "Lady Bountiful" or its equivalent to

people,

or vracticing indiscrimmate giving does uot give assistance.

At best

one might

say it selves

the conscience

hes bean ayproeched. by one in stress.

of on individual

who

"Social and welfare agencies

ere cerrying out a program today so that no ona will starve to death.
It is

true

thet

they will

not

may be accustomed. or desire,
The same relationship

departments.
limitless

live

on the

however,

standerd

to vhich they

no one will starve to. death. wil

on consultation should exist in ol) other

The pastor's time is too valuable, his work is so

in just the svhere of bringing people into peace with

God. that he cught never waste time where othera can do a better job.
Perhane he feels it is a way of getting the person's
& manner of showing love.

confidence and

By no means should little courtesies waich

flow from Christian love be eliminated end tho pastor becone en
automaton delivering religious capsules.

He must be Inman.

But

his primary concern should alwsys bo the soul's welfare end his
motivation,

the Love of Christ.

ll. R. Danstedt in lecture on Social Planning delivered at

Concordia Seminary, Avril, 1949.

the
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This does not mean that Christians dare not establish funds for
the vastor

to use as needs arise.

organization

in which ve live,

The complex esonomic and social

however,

does make it inadvisable for

the pastor to get a reputation as a "soft touch" in the commmnity.
Such practices
especially
ought

those

whose

to maintain

Commmity

for

are not

need is acute.

their role

Chest programs,

the blind,

bution

only bed for the one

toward

direétly

crinnled,

‘The congregation

in society also by their

Red. Cross,

deof,

ete.

TD and Health

church

office

ist's

vas

da?

Ist auch Geduld da?

is limited

fir ein frost?

sunvort

of

societies,

Societies

to those who appeal

Ist such Hoffnmes

Ist Schrift da?

Gottes haben

anstatt

and tho pastor

for oid,

Aber
wohl,

tut Int

and not feel thet their contri-

society and tha comumity

to the

"getting heln"

Ja

sie dic Faust gebraucht,

enstett der Geduld haben sie die Rache bewlesen,
anstatt der Hoffmme haben sie ihren lMuthwillen

ausgerichtsichtbarlich und fihlen (greifen nit
Hinden), vas sie gern h#tten gohebt.

Wo int

Yon Gott ist er nicht,
dieser Trost her?
es gewlszlich vom Teufel sein,22
will

of course,

The pastor,

not come

so musz

to a destitute fenily and

say “fake no thought for the morrow" and expect that to bring comfort
and yeace

of mind and feel

that he has

then fulfilled his

Christian

"thoso

end pastorel obligation of relatins the individnel to God.
hath

this world's

goods,

and

6f compession from him,

shutteth wm his

bowels

of God in him?"

(1 John 3,17)

comsel

seeth his brother

and

how duelleth

the love

‘he pastor is to be available for

and hel» where help is needed,

to an agency,

have need,

vhethor that bo with referral

supplementary aid ox emergency eid.

12. August Nebe, Imther
als Seeleonzer, p. 39-

‘However,

he should

beware

of

the practice

"good Zellow"
gation

if

simply because

I helped

"Seek: ye first

of fecding and clothing end being the

thes."

the kinglom

"they promised te join my congre-

He ought

remind himself

and then

of God snd his righteousness

these things shall he added unto you." (Hatt. 6,33)

of

and all

)

|

III.
In 2. very

Understanding the Individual

over-simlified

Zeshion,

religious

voriers

have for

e long time stated that man's basic problem sud the source
of his

troubles

is

gin.

By no means do wa wish

of ell

to teke avay any

of the infomy which bolongs to the Devil end to the manifestation
of his
Geals

activity 2s

scen in sin.

with individuels

sasily.

camot

On the other hand
dismiss

these problems

the pastor who
quite

that

"If we say we have no sin, ve deceive ourselves and the

truth is not in us." (1 John 1,8)
"sin" hes suffered abuse.

ike many other terns, the word

You will reroly find an individuel who

will deny thet he commits sin.

He may define end describe it in a

variety of ways such as mistakes, slips, shortcomings, all of which
indicate thet his comept of sin is based on e behevior problem.
He aces

not realize

of original sin.
conceive me."

end is not

ready to sgree

to the Bible

doctrine

"I wes shaven in iniguity, «nd in sin did uy mother

(Psalm 51,5)

"With flesh I serve the lew cf sin."

(Ron. 7,25)
This

is not

only a prevalent view among the men oF the

street

but is also found emong those vho are working with individusls

in

trying to estebligh mental health end vwell-integrated porsonalities.

Yeny types of mental abnormalities, although by no
means all of then, are forms of behavior threvgh
which prinsry vents thet are not gratified nernally
find expression.
Frustrated desires often give rise
to unsuspected types of morbidity.
One of the basic

facts in regard to nental disorders is that fundenental humen wants are undenieble; and that when
thwarted in one form of expression, théy reestablish
themselves along another course.
Avy avparent.
stmpression of the fundamental human wants is but 2
nodification of thelr means of gratification.
So
Zorecful and furtive are these wants that if you

oppose

them in 2 thousand
ways they Zo throug:a

thousand twists ani changes and often
tmreco;minable to the casual observer
disguises itself in humility.
Try to
vents and you will only distort thoiz

becons
as wnen pride
subdue immen
Zorn of

exmr2gsion.
Among psychiatrists

we find

"nan isa basicelly good."

that the starting premise

is

This then brings a great deal of

conflict when 2 definition of "normal" behavior is atiexpted.
ve find

the terns noraal and abnormal used rather reguiarly we find

élsothes rareli will anyone attempt @ definition of normality
which

4s wholly ceceptatle

the Tollowing

1.
:
2.

as his

and clearly defincd.

definition:

Dr.

Levine has

-

Hon-eristent in 2 complete form, but existing as
relative and quantitative approximations.

In sgreencnt with statistical averages of specific
groups, if that is not contrary to standards of
individral heelth end gaturity.
:

L,

Physicel noraclity; absence of physical disease;
presence of good structure and maturity.
Intellectual nornality

§.

Absence

3.

6.

“hile

of neurotic

or psychotic

symptons

Enotion2l maturity (especially in contrast with
neurotic

character formations.

(a) Ability to be guided by reality rather than fears.
(b) Use

of long term values.

(c) Grom up conscience.
(a) Indenendence.
(s) Sapscity to “love” someone else, tut vith en
enlightened

self-interest.

People, pe 112.
n Withgy
Deslinlo
afho
1. White, The Pays

(£) A reasonable dependence.

(g) A reasonable aggressiveness.
(h) Healthy defense mechanioms.

(1) Good sexual-sijustment with acceptance of own gender.
(Jj) Good worl: adjustment.2

Other
as Dr.

definitions

Levine's.

behzyior
is eli

which

have been given but all of them as

A vory brief
is acceptable

inclusive

ebnormal.

one is that normel behavior

is

that

in the society in which you live,

and certainly

time 4% doos not define

indefinite

cannot be contradicted’.

At

This

the sene

the vord "normal" as used with reference

to

For then we covld say that the inmete in the ental

institution is practicing normal behavior, and yot he has been confined
to on institution

one of Dr.

for mentelly

Levine's

ill and abnormal.

Particularly point:

definition is of interest to us since we bolicve

that there he is defining the state which has existed since the
fell

of Adam.

Nomad

is "non-ezistert."”

behavior.

es a state

of nerfection

Zvery man is a sinner, born in sin-~orizinal

sin-and his hehavior
perfection

1f considerod

is conditioned ly sin, his ability to attain
Bven

is qualified by the fact that he has sin vith him.

in Christianity,

az

ateted

earlier,

we belicve

in tze growth

sanctification.

ornsl tehevior, according to Dr. Levine, is really

- not attainable when we think of it as 5 state of porfesticn.

in

"Both

the selfich end the unselfish person ars imelled ty funtanentel
needs; but the first seeks gratification without regard for the

needs of other persons ami the second seeks gratification by serving
the necds of other persons.J
eee

opera

TSS

l Exactiyce, p. 286.
Nedicetin
2, Maurice Levine, Puyohointho
3.

thite,

op.

cite;

De.

194.

ke

Rollo
mon hes

Ney

this

in

trying

to explain

these

tenslons

which

osist in

te says

Shere ls soms of the Faust in each of us--the urge
master whole worlds, to exoress our vill—to-live

without Linit-scad 1¢ toxrovizos us.

te

In these nowere

ful urges we sense tendencies tovards destruction of
ourselves a3 well as destruction cf othors.
Hodgorn
men naturally hates to admit the existence of these
urges many cl which ers definitely anti-sccisl and
would crex.te havoc in any commmity if thoy were once
allowed cipression.
Ee is chingrined te realize that
he possesses, eni is possessed of, many nore powerful

iventlomdl. ligjwlses then his celi-resnest would Like;
he is much more of a "raging aninu=1," in Freud's
texmis,
Coupled

sin is man's
the Zromevovk

then he vould wish.’

with

this

egocentric

azinal"

drive.

hen

which ue have

teruod original

this is set in section within

of sociolly acceptable behavior a tension results

wWilch May desexibes
ougnt

"raging

us conflict between "vhat I om and uhat I

to be."
Tensions con siuply te said to be anxieties,
insceurities or feelings of uneasiness or internal
pressure. » »lt i9 not the existence of tonsion
itself but hoy we handle tension or anciety that

Getermines whether we exe cuotionelly healthy or
not. . »All of us develop protections or defenses

ageins’ aaxiety waich mele it possible for uz to
These defense
live with ourselves and others.
mechenisns cen be classified as 1. sublix.ticn,

2. rationalisation,

3. projection,

4. displacenent

and 5. couversion. . Another way of soying it is
that we develop tension when we do not know or we

wonder how we stand with the people wo live with-—

Often
our family, ow friends, our colleagues.
our degree of tension is related to the dogres of
feeling that we have as to whether we are succeeding
This feeling con te concciows or
ov Ieiling.
uconscious. . »fension can also be seid to be a
by-product of the conflict between our instinctusl
urges and our consciences

4, Rollo

5. Arthur
vp.

17-18..

Counmelling, p» 18.

ee

a

fiealth and Prosent Day Tensions,”

3

This definition of tension ie agesin besed mon
efo.—

His nersoncl

forces

to sneceed,

which mole him sensitive

hin.
he

desire

the indivicuel's

to be liked sre

to the renetions

the driving

of others

teverds

In other words he does not refrain from cinfol conduct beceuce
secs

it as

hin, but
source

sin and beemse

bheceuse he facrs
of income,

of meaning

on friends,

god worshinped

evil.

thot

host

of friends.

success,

We gaid,

I would

is "chie? of sinners."
him;

the corsequences

by individvals,

different yattern.
the

his

he is motivated

not

to his good name,

ard

for

leaderchin

his

thet has become

sees his conduct

the

im 2 sligntly

"the good thet I would I do not snd

thst

I do,"

ani by his

oun confession he

This in spite of the friends vho protected

those who proyed for him while in nelson;

him

of Ged in

The vorld has placed 2 lot

fool nas
Paul

by the Love

and euidonce

His letter to the Caletians
not chelierge

in the

truths

those who lcoked to
of God's vromises.

shows tho love of God in the heart of
thes: beceuse

the

tun

in their religious

Poul.

He docs

status

threstened a breach in friendship, nor becsuse he was angry

with them,os°4 matter of nerdonnl sffront.
"Brethren,

He pleads with them,

I beseech you, de os I am, for I am 2s yo are?

not injured me nt 211." (G21. 4,12)
through the Lord,

ye lave

"I heve confidence in you

that ye will be none othorvise minted."

(dal. 5,10)

This wey of mndling tension throuzh the nover of Goi is the vey
of the individual who lives with the Holy Spirit.
"Te furtherance of nentel health although s comples problem
for the infividusl ani for secicty is reducible

saticfyine fumanzentel Inman needs."6
REE

Ee

NES

6. White,

op.

Cltes

Pe

19%.

to the problem of

Mental Health is not the

.

complete absence of tension in the individuel's life.
ebsence
oct

tovld b@

sin.

grave.

He

inoossible

is born with it snd carries

Men is able

who has brolon
in Christ

ani

since men has not

to ccne

the oower
througs

with

of sin,

death and

the effective

the ability

it through his

the problem

Such total
tc rule

life

to his

of sin only through Him

the devil.

Through faith

working of the Holy Spirit

in

his dally life mm hes on ally who mskes hin 2t one with God end
i: hin

the deoive

for

Even whon the J1d Adan mst
brougnt
power

stated

Forth

to live

of God on his

sin and a selfish egocentric

dally be drowmed ond die and 2 naw man

in righteousness

side

drive.

in conquering

and holiness,man has
bhis plague,

ths

for God hes

“there hath no temptation befallen you bub such as is domaon

to rien—-he will with the teuptation make a way of escape."
do08 not ween that the Chrintisn cannot sin.

The "Devil,

This
a3 a

voaring lion "still! welketh about, seeking whom he usy devour."
(1 Pot. 5,8)

The Ghristian 1s constantly confronte2 with the tenp-

tations of the devil sxi all his engels.

But man, becense the Holy

Spirit lives in him, now is motivated anf constrained by the love

of Christ to serve Christ in contrast to bis pre-regenorate state
when his notivation. was completely one of selfish embition and
efocentricity.

How, as a regexcrete soul, he is in tune with God, and

he loves the Lord with ali his heart end soul and mind and strength,
he hes a nev master.
is "the ond justifies

Under the leadership of the devil his motto
the means"

fication and satisfection.

The

and the end is his selfish erati"white lie” ana the occasional

slip

are overlooked since they sre minimized in his long-range progran

designed to bring him the love and security he needs for personal
happiness,

a

bresizs

|
—
—_—<

The
task

fect

that parents have

of child-training was

fathers,

provoke

not

a tremendous

i

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
responsibility in thoir

already recognized by the Bible—Ang ye

your children

to wrath but bring them up in the

nurture and admonition of the Lord." (fph. 6,4) Chiléren are not
pawis.

Parents

Dr.

are

not

to be

tyrants.

George Preston asks the ouestion:
We relate

hate,

ourselves

"that tips the balance?"

to our fellowmen

by cooperation and cometition,

by love and fear and

by praise ond

ridicule, by authority and obedience, by means of work,
play, sex activity, food, drink, and the exchange of
Make it difficult for me to love or hate, to
ideas.
obey or compete, to play or to exchange ideas, and you
meke it difficult for me to live in the world of ny

fellownen,¢

Along

the

same

line}

Growmms heve the responsibility for talking care
the young human being and for seeing that he is

of

comfortable,end emotionally contented in so far as
possible.
If the Inman being from the start of life
is made vhysically comfortable, if he is made hapny,

and if he has e chance

to express himself without

too much unnecessary frustration he is a fortunate

individual indeed,.becauee it is the person with this
Kind of start who becomes the optimistic, hopeful
individual, the one who can contribute something to
the vorld at large and to those nearest to hin.
The
immen being whose needs are not met when he comes
into the world, who is an unwelcome addition to the

family, who is neglected and who lives in an environ-

nent thot is indifferent and cold toward him will
develop hostility, resentment, hate and pessinism—

ell of which mekes

function.8

If we could detach
order

of

it very difficult for hin to

individuals

the dey includes pain,

from a society in which the

grief,

greed, frustration,

we might agree with this quotation more readily.

tension

However, we do not

SERN
SR

7. Ge

Preston,

8. English red Peer

Hental, Health, pe 5.

ee ot centlame Gf Lavines pe 11.

believe
in his

the matter is as simple as this author tries to make it
volume, since

in sin and will

the fact remains

that each individual

live with parents who ere sinners

who are sinners in 211 of his contsets.
rather

quick

to state

"that the example

males hin indolent,

friendly,

enjoyable,

selfish,

cold,

ani with people

English and Pearson are
of religion indicates

men finds it difficult to achieve his ideals.
back,

is born

that

Some force holds hin

indifferent to a more

cooperative existence. "9

However,

through the

429 pages of the volume the authors are unable to solve the problem
which increases with each new born child.

Therapy of one sort of

another is not preventative-——the only possibility is the training
in clinics
produce
that

of every parent.

Yor

a child not brought mder

child would most likely,

should

one maladjusted parent

the influence

leaving a margin

of such training,
of error,

become

an

individuel to produce tension and frustration in his social contacts,
Unfortunately our world order is so constructed that we must all

learn to live with and "learn what to do about authority."10

Man is

not a law unto himself if he attempts such procedure, he becomes
in character or at least asocial, in so far as society

anti-social

does not give him satisfaction in the measure and degree that he
desires,
It is not our intention to go into all the ramifications
personality development.

of

We are interested solely in presenting

a few factors which pastors ought to be cognizant of as they go
about the important task of ministering to those in stress.

%

Ibid.

».

Dp.

10. Preston,

10.

Cpe

cite,

De 51.

wy

“Mpgychiatry has taught us that the neurotic person is immature,
that he
this

is childish."11

classification

agreed

that

we are

Just what lines

of

"neurotic person"

all alittle

are to be drawn
is hard

bit crazy."

to say.

It is commonly

Ona author has publisned

a book which ho has called Be Thankfyl, You'ze Ueurotic,
are,

because

of their

to delinit

Paronts

intimate association with thoir chiliron,

extrencly influential

in the development of psrsonality ond attitudes.

The

see his

perent

who

is hindering
Dr.
is

cannot

the nomial orocess of maturation.

Preston, one
that

little boy grow us and go on dates,

of

they must

the uost
help

difficult

the child

in the sualler families popular
the povlod

of adolescence

According to

lessons for narents

to grow avey from

then.

to learn
SUspecially

today children are growing into

with a conflict produced by 2 desire

to

be mature and independent and yet pulled back by another dosira
remain

in the

hone sitaation.

sheltered,

protected

If in his entire

and dependent

state

ot

to

the

training up to this point. tie child

has hed the misfortune of having peronts vho clung to hin ac 2
possession he will have a difficult time of making on adjustment
to the vorld.

Children are possessions.

God hes in each child given parents

@ soul for which they are responsible.
given

This possession is not

them by God so that the parents are nerely assure? of potential

support and income in old age.

when extremely possessive people

have children they treat them not as human beings ho heve & right
to develop normally and function fruitfully in the world, but as

personal proverty to be held onto at all cost.

11,

English and Pearson,

op.

cit.» De

te

Mexgaret Bivbie

points

out the importance of love and particularly “mother love"

when she describes

o study of "marasmus" o wasting away of infants

which is not becoming a rere disease since hospital authorities
begon loolcing around for "Pharaoh's daughters

to care for the

unloved children that fell into their hands."12

This "mother love"

is not

Slaugater hes

to be confused

Gdescribed it.
his

rue

"snother

love"

as Dr.

love is based on the welfare of the child and

total porsonslity.
Parents

had"
do

with

who

wish

to

give

their children

opportunities

I never

or vho went "to protect them from oll but the best associctes"
not

love

their

with problens

amounts,

children for

in little

doses

they are not helping
which eventually will

then to cope
come in large

ond will find the individuel unmpreyared Zor the teste.
The

two forces

which vrovide for

teaching

obedience

are among the most powerful which exist within the
fanily circle,
need to protect

The first lessons are based on the
the child and are aotivated by the

parents! love for the child.
‘The later lessons
on tha need for
self-protection,
depend on parontal
some periods of peace.
As the child learns to
protect hinself from danger, the incentive for the

first part of the lesson in obedience decreased °
But as the child's aggressiveness and strength
inerease, the varents! need for self-protection
inoresses.

for control,
gradual

there

‘Thus

arises

a continuous

need

what is actuelly necessary is a

transition

from

obedience

to resvonsibility.

13

This graduel cn? healthy trensition cannot take place whan
parents

are dominant,

over-protective,

in that they anticipate

every risk and issue orders which the child obeys almost without
question.

Such parents hold unto their possession by force.

Dr. Preston points out that parents should not expect absolute

12, Margaret Ribble, Rights
of Infants, v. 4
13. Preston,

Op.

Cite,

D>

7,

Wg
obedience unless they expect to live forever.

The child never is

given the opportunity by such rarents to develop a sense of resnon~
sibility,

parents
hold

he does

not have

sre of the

the

ability to meke decisions.

inéulgont—~over-protective

thoir possessions

by bribery.

of

excused by the parents

self-ormrecscion.

with

2 cistoried

false

impression

typical

examic

he wili

take his

These

value

of

of how

children
thelr

om

they will

These varents

They snerifice enything and

everything to tuwy the love of the child.
ani. may even be

type.

Other

The child rules the house
es a product

approach the
imoortance

of the school

tine of maturity

ani 2 completely

be treated by society.

The

is the boy uho wants the game vlnyed his way or
tell

end go home.

"Children of seauca nerents who have somo interest end satisfaction

outside

the femily circle

era reasonably sefe from

over-

protection, "14
There

is the yeeuling notion that people wie have rosched the

age vhere it is physically possible for thom to produce and bear

children cre cutomtically good parents.
considerction

developmont

the personelity

ave ths parents.

This does not teke into
of the individuels

who

They may in their carly life been trained in

such 2 woy as to find merriage

an extremely upsetting emotional

experience Filled with frustrations.

he man who has beon tied to

his nother's anron strings connot free himself,

is torn between

loyelty end love for his nother and loyalty and love to his wife.
fhe girl vho hee becn roined by the iniulgeat overprotective

parents rey <0 into marriage with dreams of syeniing o lifetine in

14, Preston,

oD.

Cite,

De

350

i
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Hollywood type
riding wn and

romance.

and

@reams
train

the

the

the

one

vhom he

of such marriages,

spouse would

innocent as thoy may be,
They suffer

becone

the punishment

like to give the other; they suffer fron

the spouse

or she detests.

the children

in the way they

the marriage.

of

lacic of love because

upon

which will reflect itself

acanagoetel of frustrated parents.

which

‘then

it seens harsh to them—they find shattered

least

disillusionment
children

to her every whim.

to face vith the harsh reality

are brought face

life--at

children

fhe

catering

worshipping her,

such individuels
of married

She dreams of a knight in shining armor

sees

in the child the other snouse

Such hatred for the other spouse directed

will lead

to rejection of the children and the

feeling in them of being mwanted end being inferior.

Other parents, whose smbitions could not keep pace with their
Capabilities

and potentialities,may try to relive their early life

through their children,
& concert

The mother who hed thougats of herself as

singor may force her child into a musical cereer so that

the mother may get the second hand thrill of her child's glorye-at
the child's expense.

The father who thought himself to be an athlete

but never had the ability or opportunity for expressing this desire.
tries to force his son to train and become a stellar performer,
although the son my not be equipped physically nor have the inclination to perform in this way.

‘This proceeds dow into the ficlds of

employment end ve see parents

trying to force the child inte

occupations vhich may be distasteful simply because the father wants
the son to be his business partner,

or because the father vanta

51

the son to follow in his footsteps.

We wnt to state at this point

that this does not meen that paronts sre not to guide tho child in
@ decision

ox direct him

is to be helpful

into

vorthwtile

chamels.,

The parents!

duty

in planning the Zuture for the children.

MANIFESTATIONS
4s

children

this process

grow wo in homer

of develooment.

leave en imprint
the religious

towards

themselves

in nis

lize

through

The lovs end security he exnerienced,

with which he has become

and about people,

they nace

‘The entire nicturs of the home will

on the child.

life

oni families

accucinted,

his attitudes

his attitudes about hinself will nenifest

es he passes

through

the period of maturation

into adulthood.
Fortunately

there

are a good porcentege

of parents

who have

done end are doing a good job of child raising 2nd training.

One

oz the reasons being given for the flccd of materials appearing
now on the theme
the

of child training snd perconclity development is

trend towards urbenizetion,

Dr. Preston feela

that the rural

Zarn hone with the largo family had definite edvantagen.
the

schedule,

lack

of

recrention,

outside

the cormon goal

family ani the couion interest in successful produce,
the need Zor individusl responsivility,
duction

as

seen

personalities.

regulerly

in

The worl
of the

together with

the seceptame Sf repro-

the livestoci: made

Zor healthier

The feoling of veing worldly wise on the part of

the city dveller too often wes an expression of inferiority in
relation

te the country boy who had learued to eccept without

emotional conflict those things

thet go into living.

52

The feeling of inferiority and being unwanted is the basis of a
great deal of difficulty.

The mind is canable of gymnastics which

twist and turn and comoletely distort the picture so that the person
sutfering from a deeprooted feeling of inferlority way express
this feeling

in a very over-aggressive attitude and superior impression.

The boy whistling
twist.

as he passes

Actually he fears

the

the cemetery is evidence

of such a

situation so completely he is almost

paralyzed, and yet his expression is one of complete confidence in
himself

and his

ability.

ambition with a desire
principles.

It may manifest itself

to dominate and reform according to selfish

It may follow

the

other line and express

truly is in a life of complete withdrawal,
pessimistic

in an exeggerated

itself as it

a defeatist attitude and

ayproach,

Parents moy have filled their child with such feelings of
Gependence

that he is incapable of cutting loose and living his

own life.

As a result he will search for--and very often the pastor

becomes the object of his search-someone who will make his

decisions for hin, giving him a crutch or maybe even 2 wheelchair
on which he can be carried through life without taking the responsibility for a decision

or an action.

Others may be lacking completely in @ sense of responsibility
towards their fellowmen.

‘They are concerned only with those

factors in life vhich can contribute to their personal happiness
end welfare and will lose ell respect for the rights and privileges
of those with whom they come in contact.

This chapter is certainly not complete.

Its purpose is to

create
an awareness on the part of the pastorof situations
he will meet

a"

in desling with people in stress.

Many of the expressions mani-

fested are deenrooted and should help ths pastor understand the
individusl

with whom he is dealing.

posslbliity

of personality

organism

controlling

heslth.

The

creative

the

"Ihe insight

is related

activity

solution

to the concent

of its parts

of a conflict

of underlying
forced

need

them

tela

ceusen.

into

the

creative

of the whole

as = necessity for

is alweys

of the vhole personality. "5
One connst

into

in terns

.

the Individusl smart ond treat only symptoms
People

attituies

whose background sand tusining has

wich

qre umehriction

ond. x2lso unhealthy

to heve an ualorstending person nintnter to them vhen they go

throuzh crises.

hore

deny the existence
back: into

are thone whose life has forced then to

of problems.

the wiconselous

so fer

as to make the individusl believe that

the problem dons not exist,
and on a flena,

Pushing thom, 2c it were,

Sooner or Inter like a kettle sealed

these repressions are Zoreed to the surface in

tho form of an explorica which my bring such secompanying conflict
ani, tension a: to complctely ubalence the individuel.

within 022 of us certain dynsmic Zorces.nt vor.

There are £

If theso forces

camot fini legitimate om:ression they will be expressed tlegttimately.
This dons not mean thet each of these forces mist have expression

such as is found in libertininn, but it does mean that the pastor

verticularly mist be avare of what goos on inside tha individual.
4s a man thinketa so is he.

She problous enmnot he forced into

the unconscious and hondled successfully,

“hat the poster oust

to be ready to do for such individunls is to help then bring the

15. Carroll Wise, Religion in IiJnesa and Health, p, 121.

bad
problem

into the conscious level and accept the mieniable fact and

proceeding from that point make the necessary adjuctaent.

can do all things
Some

Gynenic

For "y

through Uhrist which strengthencth me." (Phil. 4,13)

forces

This

up tut

it is an acceptance of the problen and a utilization of

commosed
turn,

meens

a matter

sublimated end givon expression in other

ways.

avalleble

is not

must be

for handling it.

individusi,

who

seems

this

the

co

one who Imors

to be master

such fear oi himself
When

of forgetting

the issue or covering it

often one finis

the nerfectly

exactly what to do at every

of every situation,

suffering from

that ho cannot afford to live with himself.

tension gets out of hend ve mect him as a mental patient.

He

By no means is the pastor to be an amateur psychictrist.

hes the spiritual job of relating people to God through Christ.—
God as Ha is in.
fhe pastor

will

the

Bible,

do well

not as he has been falsified by attitades.

though

to have a basic understanding

of the

needs of humon neture and the turns that the human mind is capable
of when he,
stress.

the pastor,

wishes

to minister

to souls he finds

in

Iv.
The

‘the Pastor's

Ohrictian pastor

ordination

Personality

ie pleced into a veculiar position.

Unon

snd installation he is endowed with authority by his

parishioners,

he

is looked uoon as a leader

of his

training

his

issues

of disnute.

word

is often

in righteousness,

considered as final decree

because
in

It does henpen also that it is forgotten that

the pastor

is a Inman being with a nersomality and with original

and actvel

sin.

_justification,

growth

He too has gone through the stens of regeneration,
and

sanctification.

in senctification.

In him there must also be

Ordination or installation do not mean

that the pestor hac resohed the state of. nerfection.

Paul was

aware of this when he wrote

"not as though I had already attained,

either were already rerfect:

but I follow after." (Phil. 3,12)

Penl was not locking for some good soul to pat him on the back
and eny,

"Zow, Paul, you know that is not true," when he seid

"Sinners of whom I em chief."
also

"the

good

not thet I do.

that

I would

(1 Tim. 1,15)
I do not?

tut the

Yor had he not written
evil which T would

Mow if I do thet I would not, it is no more I that

do &t tt oin that dvelleth in me." (Rom. 7,1920)

a “re

Paul. hed insight into Inmen nature.
stop

vith

an objective

the Corinthicons
subjective
now nem
Old Adem

ond

ani porseml.

nesded
was

to be

still

of Poul

enelysis

Hie insients vere also very

He fullr wilerstood

strengthened

of the Galntiens,

daily.

thet

to srester

sin.

in hin

Ha recognized

vorksine in his heart and trying
One needs

the

that

the

to seduce him

only to reac

the

to sea the decn coneorn Pan]. hed for the spiritual

velfeave of the sovls
wiersteaniing

and

the Phillippians.

by crefty measures

evistles

sopraisal

His insights did not

to whon he hed preeohed.

He had a full

of the change vhich tekes nlace in regenoration that

"32 omy mom ba in Christ he is 2 new cresture." (2 Cor. 5,17)
was

well

the

uerlsing

ness

cm

and move

avare
of

the

change

in motivation

the Roly Spirit,

whieh

takes

the desire for a life

plece by
of rigsteous-

service dedicated to Christ-—the love of Christ constrain
the

his feliowen.

people's

of

He

individuel

Christian

Thet means

that

to a relationship

of love for

the Christian laves neople for

sare and not for the advantaged he con gain either temporal

or otcxnal by his

contact with then,

His interest is unselfish

although ouslifica es = state of canctifiention by sin.

In Chriet

we ses tho scene of thic uncelfishnees fer "Greater love heath no
man then this

thet s man ley dow his Me

for his friends."

(Sohn 15,23)
Tain motivation of love in the hesrt of the pastor must be

gemuine oni dere not be 5 clock eoncerling concelt,
eaalysis of a typical religious worker!

Moy has an

ut

First that he works hard ond conscientiously.
He
appears not to relex as often as people in other
vocations,
interests.

and does not have as many avocational
He is ant to throw himself entirely

into his job, evon taking consclous pride in this
fact.
He works at a tension, and in fact tends to
carry this tension through 2-hours of the day,
Zor his job is such as not to be limited by working
hours.
Sometimes this tension becomes so great
that he finds it difficult to take vacations or
holidays without a guilty feeling.

This

typical religious worker cerries responsibility

well,
He is careful ebout details in social as*well
as vocational natters-—so careful of detalle as

sometimes

to irritate people around him.

‘e observe

in him a great desira not to fail.
The dresd of
Peilure, though normal when connected with important

matters,
minor
Speaking

ig here exaggerated and connected with

and unimoortant things.2

of exnggerated
We call

this

ambition Mr.
exaggerated

Mey goes

on to say:

enbition as shows itself

in so-called religious neople, the "Hessiah
comlex."
It is the person's conviction of the
indispensability

of his

own person,

end

the con-

sequent feeling thet his particular work is
Thus
indispensable to humanity and tho universe.
himself
sets
and
pride,
he is given a mask for his

wp as a reformer moral judge over his fellows, end
proceeds to
devoted to
individual;
asense of

speak ex Cathedre. . .This work is
the glory of God, not of the egoistic
and we have a right to expect a humility.
the minuteness of man's efforts, compared

“$0 the greatness and power of God.
worker
Hr,

Hay*ts

worker

is

serves

‘The religious

he is not Christ.

Christ,

third point in hie anelysis of the typical religious
that

that the typical religious

4% is also obsorvable
worker

has‘not

the peel

solved

nent with particular
religious

vocetions

apparent

quiescence

t

success.

appear not to feel

attraction for members one the
sf

re

=

the nae

eae me

sexual ur

the
evidence of misdirection which may result in

auuleas

springing out later in more troublesome

forn.

A
RENNES

1. Rollo, Nay, Art of Counselling, p. 168.
2. Ibid., pp. 170-171.

t=

ep
s

Perhaps

the first impression of this analysis is thet it is

too critical anil that it does not sive a very accurate victure of
the religious

an analysis

worker.

One must

of isolated cases.

national

lines.

the

gome

vorkers

of

that Mr.

May is giving

of a "tynierl religtous worker" he is not thinking

in terms

of

remember

He is not Limiting hinself to denomi-

Tiven if one might feel that it is unfair
one must

the dangerous

judgment

sdimit thet he does noint aut rether clearly

pitfalls

lying in the oath of the relizglous

worker.
Reocentricity
have

a honlthy

self

deprecation,

tho pover

is not a fruit

respect

of sanctification.

Nan should

for himself and not feel a need for constant

If he is the now creature

of God =ust be working in him.

since he is in Christ,

However,

the pastor

should be well avere of the sly approaches which the devil can
make

throwh

egocentric

drive.

“To will is present with ne;

how to perform that which is good I find not.
I would I do nots:

(Ron. 7, 18-19)

tt

bat

Yor the good that

the evil which I sould not,

thet I do."

The "nastor serves Christ; he is not Christ."

He in motivated by the love of Christ in him to serve the souls
entrusted to his care.

His desire is the welfare of the individual

soul not 2 selfish desire for acclanation,
vho feel there is no one on earth like him.

2 following of admirers
In his sermons =e

the pastoral tacks which cone to him, the pastor should ex-mins
himself

to see:

Why did I mike

this sick call?

‘as it to strengthen

@ soul ox because I fenred losing a friend oni an sdnirer?
did I spend so much time at my sermon?

Why

Was it to produce a polished

denonstration
sowls

of my Linguistic

In ny cere

text?

who

abilities

needed help

advice

‘ac

ar wen

it s threst

I thinking

ond comfort as fomd

Vhy dia I srow Cisgusted with

counsellcd?

or was

or

in this

this vernon with whom

I

to mo thet she did not fellow ny

Lt thet T sav a souk drifting evay from God?

fwestions

such as this wlll awskon in the pastor an averaness

how

luis notivation

Ez

in

often

m tet o selfish

enong his people.
working
blessings
void.
ought

of God

It ought
not

Uueow

has not been traly the lhove of Christ

an®@ egocontric drives "to mut hinself over"

Fortunately,

wherever

of

the time
will

Word

go with

tha Holy Spirit is present sud
of God is preached

and the

that word which shall aot return

not

be necussary

the

pestor

to ada that

into desnair snd

such self-exeninetion
thouguts

of complete

wnwvorthiness.
The religious counsellor should develop the
courage of imperfedtion. This means the
ability to 2281.
The individucl with the

compulsion neurosis who is not willing to
f£e41 nunt porforee Tight only on a minor
battlefield, for in nis own backyard he does
not vin: failure,
The courage
of imerfsction

means a transferring of one’s efforts

to a

mejor battlefivla where significant things
ere done and failure or success becomes
yeletively incidentel.3

This is what Perl meant whon he urcte by inspiration "forgetting
these

things

which

are being,

..

.I press

toverd the mark for

the prize of the high celling ef Goa in Christ Tesus."

Pastor's too can become guilty of represeion.

3. May. op. cites pe 177.

(Phil. 3223-24)

‘hile giving lip service

Toran

60

to the doctrine

that he too is a sinner, he may te trying to push

it from his life as
anéd his

thougnts,

sirfulness,

the desires

Holy Spirit

personal

of his heart,

bo

comes

ani finds

lunility

remind him of his

the power

faith ought

the Christ

of Celvary and lets

in hin for victorious

living.

Eis

to lead him then "beside the still vaters"

of confort.
fir.

‘then the conscience

he may find e conflict which becones almost wsolvable—

unless he himself
the

though it did not exiet.

|

Hay rightly points
in = scrvant

out

of God.

that wo have a right to exnect
‘he pastor

ought

never cone between

his people and Sod but lead and point then to a right relationship

to God through Christe
Tho pastor

having grown up in 2 home with parents

who are

sinners hes also hed the opportuyity of developing unier negative
Conditions.

Although

the

influence

is a power of God in the lives
nay heve

hed Zeelings

of Christianity in the hone

of tho family members the pastor

of inferiority.

like in others

these

feelings may menifeat themselves in over-aggressiveness in an urge
to dominate on exegzerated aubltioa,

a desire to reform not for

Jesus® seke but for the sake of personal satisfaction.
personal

live

In his

the pastor smst gein insight into his actions aud

conduct tut, as with his people, it aust never stop at this point
but go foruerd with the help of thse Holy Spirit 2nd througa the
Means of Grace end preyer in promoting grovth in senctification,
Biles AND ETIQUETTE
We learn

sciousness

that

our attitudes

towards people,

can be seen by our outward appearance.

cur social con-

Slovenliness of dress, the need of a heircut,
broken shoelaces, end so on tell us things the
meenings of which we cannot mistake.
On the
othér hand the person who is too meticulous
about his attire, who keeps his fingernails
filed perfectly and his necktie aluays straight,

is apt at the same time to have a too great
care for details in other realms of hia living. . .
The girl who paints her fingernails luridly, or
the one who rouges to excess is telling us by this
means thet she wonts our attention.
Either she
does not receive enougn genuine social attention
or she hes been pouvered into demanding too much,/
The pastor

also

vhen he appears
as

gives

indication of his feelings

in slovenly fashion or when he becomes so meticulous

to hold people at arms length.

is a motivation
courtesies
Cleanliness

matter.

towards people

of

the love

of 2 Christien
in this

If the pastor's love for people

of Christ

gentlemen

in him he will observe

in his

entire being.

day of bathroom:fecilities

the

Personal

should be an easy

The regular appeals directed to us over the radio about
body odors,

tathing, shaving,

etc.

allow for no excuses except

indolence and indifference on the part of anyone who fails to abide
of cleanliness.

by personal habits

A syecial word is necessary for

Stale smoke breath of nicotine odors in

the vestor tho smokes.

clothes and on hends are neuseating for people who are sick.
pastor

who

concerned about

is

will be courteous

the

individual

in this respect also.

Tae

to whom he is ninistering

Nicotine stsined Lingers

and dirty finger nails are éntirely out of place for the person who

for example, is administering the body and blood of the Lord.
The pastor beceuse of his position as leader among people should

certainly be avare of his clothing.
RAR

4, Mey,

TIN

op.

SAE

Cite,

De

104.

He mey not be in a finmnoial

bracket which permits
with 2 little
times when
cwafic,
or

&

offort see thet this is done at hone between the

the clothes
tle wilch

a hastily

reguler cleaning ond vressing but he can

and

zo to the cleaners.

stanis

out cither beceuss

clumsily” msde

mot,

with

tionship

a soul

and wishes

soiled

of a pector who wishes to
rela~

is ready to accept hin Jmediately.

the vhole matter

to the instincts

shoes,

to establish en inter-nersonal

in which the individual
We leave

of clashing colors

umolished

hondkerchief are certainly net the mars
desl

Soiled collars and

of dross,

nestnoss,

of the Christin gentlezan.

ctc.

*I

skall not quarrel with 2 preacher vho employs a
symbolic dress for some occasions,’ said Henry
Ward Beecher, "tat no man should dress hinself

simply for the purpose of saying, "I am 2 preacher.*

But Dr. Henry Wilder Foote says that if 2 man's
church expects a distinctive dress, let him wear
it.
‘here bas becn sone argument about it; int,
afer all, it is an inconsequentiel thing in

principle,

The lovs for people which is a fruit or faith instills in the
Christian olso 2 sense of courtesy at ali times.

IZis masners

ogein are not to bo the “oily sxcoth mamers of the Don Juan out
for conzuests

ani adnirers

for his manners

saks.

Tirst of all he should gain and hold their respect
Hy this one means 2 atrong
for himself as amen.
Christian gentlemen, not merely a ‘ledies man. y

For a series of word pictures showing the ‘oily
type of clergyman,

whom redblooded mon do not

e.
admire, real Barchester Towers, by Anthony Trollop
not
In thst realistic novol "i, Swope! shows how
to be a pastor:

variance;

‘ith the men he is generally at

but with tho lsdies he is, as he

He can reprove faults
conceives, all-powerful.
with so wuch flattery tht tao fencle heart cannot
He has, however, & pawings greasy
withstand him,
a
wey with hin, waich dees nob endear him to :
sake.
souls’
vho do not value hin for their

EEE

ale, vo. 49-50
and Ebjguett
eri
Bthios
5. Hermon, Minist
6. Andrew Blackwood, Pastoral Work, p. 95+

a

Especially in dealing with peoole in stress the pastor mst

respect the rights of others.
exercise

the

information

courtesy
desk,

of introducing himsel?

She may not,

recognize hin as a pastor.
Jones,

If it be at the hospital, he should

may I see Mra.

to the girl at the

unless he wears 2 clerical garb,

It is so simple to sayz

Smith."

"I am Pastor

Time can be saved end verhaps

embarrassment.
On the dividion or ward the pastor wmiless he is now,
even

then it is good nolicy to follow,

desk and

announce

his visit.

petiont be indisnosed.
Communion
are Glad

service

aught

to go to the nurses’

‘Then she can help hin should the

She can prepare the roon for a special

or whatever the vastor may desire.

to cooncrate,

and

however,

‘The nurses

they too mst abide by regulations

and may be forced by inconsiderate behavior on the part of the
Pastor

to stop him and question his purpose on the floor outside

of visiting hours.

iat

@ cheerful, pleasent atmosphere when the pastor enters for his
sick call.

In the sickroom the pastor shovld respect the rights of the
patient.

a

the floor or cleaning out tho room will go a long way in providing

eB

Consideration for the orderly or attendant who is busy mopping

The patient is here for a vhysical condition.

In addition

to soiling end wrinkling bed clothes the pastor may ceuse a great

deal of discomfort for the patient by sitting on the bed or bracing
his fect egninst the leg of the bed.

Rocking, boleterous conduct

in any wey simply are not in place in a sickroom.

Oonsideration

of the feclings of others will direct the pastor vhether it be in

1

63

the
ho

sickroom,
is

in his office,

dealing

If there

with

or in the home of the parishionor when

sn Individuel

is doubt

in stress.

in tho mind of the pastor about the prOcedure

in calling on people

in public inakitutions he ought first inquire.

No shovld not exect

thet the routine of the entire institution can

be

set

asido

In cases

of

to meke way for his visit just because he is a pastor.
sncexrgency such exceptions are made,

of admitting

= rastor

be

tho

excention.

be

"I om c. tusy men,
It cught

guided

by the

at all

tines;

to

to en operating room.

The nactor

I mst

suffice

rule

even to the point

However,

should not try to tell

that should
the nowers

thet

seo my person today."

that

a Pastor ani Shepherd of souls be

of conducting hinself ac a Christian gentlenen

in vhon the Love

of God lives end moves him to serve

God snd his fellowen.

His sttitndes toyeria his family, his commmity, his parish
and hic

God ouvht

to be thoroughly Christian.

In this he will be

conscious of his rosnonsibility towards his people ond make
himself? available for those who are in distrees.
available is nore than merely having office hours.

attitude does mich to meke him available.
netience and

feel

The pastor's

The pastor must have

desire to bring his people into a rigat relationship

to Cod through Ghrict.
basy,

Making oneself

If he gives the impression of heing too

of living on ouch o rigid schedule that the ones in stress
they hod better not waste his time,

then the pastor is not

nekins himself ayaileble. That pastor is a blessing to his parish
whose parishioners feel free to call him regardless of the hour

he can bring end
to sek his aid and gaidance. How much comfort

|

|

4

help he can render through the long night hours when grief is
jcsiinatidieans

putting its foot into the door no one but those who have experiannadl
such comfort cen measure.
As a Christion

gentleman the pastor motivated by the love of

Christ sees himsolf as a servant of Christ.
frustrated
hate
has

by “wasted

sin mt
blessed

relationship
end

to love
him

efforts
the

on backaliders,"

in bringing

to 211

he will learn

to

sinnor eni use every talent with which God
spirituel aid to the soul whose

to God is wook or nonexistent,

consolation

He will not feel

in his

care,

and to bring confort

the comfort

of God.

.

¥.
A great

deal

that

approaches

when

one recds

Techniaues

of justifiable misgiving has accomenied

psychistry and vsychology in the religious
and hears

anything
ares.

the definition and interoretation placed

upon the work of a Shepherd of Souls and Servant of God, by men
who

are

supposedly

in stress,

leaders

in the field of a ninistry to neople

2nd notes that nothing avout the Savior as a Savior

from sin is connected with their task, one has a right to distrust
the procedures

they ere using.

Certainly no one could say that the preaching of the Gosvel

has been totally ineffectual over the many-centuries because the

pastors did not have "clinical pastoral training," or were not
aware of the contribution of psychiatrists.

Techniques are valu-

able only when they help the pastor to work more effectively in

brining the Holy Spirit into the hearts and lives of the individual
so that this power for the new life can take hold. Even psychologiats
admit that they have not found the "cure-all."

It is the opinion

of this writer that we hove an obligation in this very field.

We

ought to assist these men by becoming more vooal in demonstrating

the power of the Gospel, and in leading then to the Holy Spirit,

80 that they can learn of the inner change which must precede any

66
outward, lasting changes

"Psycholozy loys no claim to formulas for

transforming 211 abnormsl. people into norasl beings.
Imovledge

is

still

effectively with
Feith

pBychoiogy
& meaning
person
into

merely by psychology.

in relntion
which

felse

which inspires
Wion

crested by nsychological

tha

to God.

to pastoral

indicates

is convinced;
the

1t dces not yet enable us

to deal

the majority of ecoantric noople;
"2

is not

strengthenod

ineiecuntes

Selentific

a clover

wor: because,

stviies

Herely having

nor is faith

to use
for us,

the

term

it hes

system of logic by which a
to do Detter.

thet tho Ton Commandments

tho individusl

individual

‘lc hesitate

oy which he chooses

belio®

tochnicucs,

to live better.

This

ove 2 code

leads
of living

“The letter killeth"

14 in connection with his relationship

insight into why you sin does not give the

power for a life of sanctification.

"Zhe Spirit giveth life."

"Ho men cen say that Jesus is Lord but ty the Holy Ghort." (Phil.2,11)
fhe Holy Ghost cells,

Psychology,

an& creetes faith,

oni. strengthens it,

cr perheys courion sanse, assiste the pastor in his

so that the stwabling blocks may be draum back, and the

work,

heart of the individual be found realy end open for the vorking of
the Holy Soirit.
this

does not nean that we cannot use sous cf the insights

which psychiatry hes developed 23 well ex psychology.
do not reform,

the

other hand,

as Professor

Wicasm

Sut insights

would have us believe.2

On

the pastor does not went to becone guilty of

dealing vith symptoms ani yronowcing forgiveness upon & sin, vhich,

in reality, is symptomatic of « much deeper ani better concealed sin,
EE

Sa ERE UEROT ERE

Psychologyof Dealing with People, p- 112,
1.2. white,
Cf. Chanter I.

q
The pastor's

aim in confession ought to be to get 2 confeusion

which cones from the depth of the soul so that the forgiveness end
Life

giving power

in the person's

of the Gospel can be brought

life.

To this eni the pastor needs to understand

human nature and also be aware of techniques.
selenti£ic
is

limited,

possessing

inforns.tion provided
mske

into efZective use

faver

errors

"Peonlé who heave some

they roalise that their information

in dealing vith those inclined

to or

abnormalities. 03

RAPPORT
Miss Palmer states thet a scientific purpose and
competent, cicdllled field workers vho have insight

into their subject, and who use a simle direct,
leisurely arprosch, lend dignity to the interview
‘The fact
end secure rayport as a matter of course.
that the intorviever has no axe to grind other than
that of securing an accurate account for scientific
purposes usuzlly goes 2 long wy tovard obtaining a

frank,

open atnosphere together with e minimm of

defensive,
informant.

In pastoral
into the face

york,

on the part

of the

rapport begins before the individual comes

to face relationship with the pastor in a perlod of

It has its beginning when the pastor makes himself avail-

stress,
able.

guerded. resc$ions

It is defined by Dicks as “The emotional relationship

between two or more persons when it is satisfying.

It denotes a

feeling of goodwill, friendliness, confidence, trust, affection;
_ in its deoner sense it means love."5

rapport,
presence.

Briefly,

one might say of

it is the feeling of being comfortable in each other's
It moans

that

there

3. White, op. cit. p. 112,

is no mark of hostility, resentnent

h, Vivion Palmer, Ficld Stuiles
in Soclolosy, p- 17M.
5. Dicks, op. cite, pe 137

or condem=tion

in the tone,

the intersersonal

relntionshin.

fhe pastor,
stress,

iz sot

who is called on to minister to an individuel in
there

sation which is
not mean

th.t

be versonal,

Irrelevant and not uw to the situetion.

moment

is to cloa: himself

attitude,

with = sonorous

uot porsonnl,

his rolationship,
vastor's

to entertain the eller with a line of conver=

the nastor

ead huzorless

part

vords, or actions of elthor one in

in his menner.

This does

in = false,

tone of voice.

somber,

He is to

Ne must be gemtine

in

for any hint st an insincere exoression on the

will

be picked wm) cuickly by the person vho at that

is perticwlarly

sensitive.

SMPATRY
In emoathy

This

we find

is the process

the beginning of the real spiritual

which might be termed diagnostic.

to us as 2 translation of the word of

Empathy comes

the German peychologists

literally

Greok
akin

Tin.’

*cinfihlung’ waich means

‘feeling into.’

'sathos'

It is derived from

the

meaning a deep and strong feoling

to suffering,

obvious.

task.

‘fhe parallel

prefixed with the preposition

with the vord "sympathy?

is

But whereas 'sympathy* denotes ‘feeling

with ond may lead into sentimentality, caathy
means a much deepor state of identification of

persgonnlities in vhich one person so feels hinself
into the other 2s temporarily to lose his om

It is in the profound and somevhat
identity.
mysterious process of emathy that undefetanding,
influenes, and the other significant relations
between persons

Perhays

an

take nlace.

illustration might be in place.

are particularly dranatic,

In movies,

which

one finds individuals becoring 80

engrossed in the action as to forget that they are seeing a pictures

é.

May,

op.

cit.,

De

75.

which,
the

our rsoson

inmressicn

tells uz, is dranatized without

on the

ceroor

the effects

becoming reel Zor the acters.,

of

Some

scream, some ery, some shuider becouse a state of identification
dis taking pluce between the individusl end the actor on the screens.
It is not based woon

the individuel's personal experienca but upon

2 state of identifitction which hes teen place in which the indivicuel

feols

in stregs

the

will

pins

find

4? ho

is

as an

individusl

hinsel?

pincorely

Mr. Mayls

of the actor.,

interestal

stetoucnt

o sentinontal

Tripathy is

2 state

of what

thing frou which little

of ideutifiestion which gives

the

inlividuel

into mere

symmsthy, nor should

polu,

to cone

having gone through

of empathy,
the ladividual

sleepless

to the

fare

Sympathy

hel» comes:
the pastor

tas

1s suffering whether it be tenr,
nigites . This

dare not degenerate

the pastor allow his personal
at

this point. . His recounting

of

the sane thing provides no hely; it is a

migconcention of assurance ani susport.
individuel

tells the pastor

such fears

in hor

Picture,

about

on sympathy should bo noted.

physice),

tells her:

tho process

in ani concerned

Gstruct,

experiences

through

to those

with « soul.,

is ususlly

feeling

going

Ths pastor ainistering

thet

she

It helps mo one when an

thet a specific problem kes eréated
camot

go out sfter dork,

if tae ‘pastor

"I have fears like that too."
for exasile, a ten year old boy in a hospital Zor the

first time, weiting for an operstion on the next morning. . It is

tho first time he has boon separated fron his home ond parents; the

doctors, mmrsos, attendants are strangecs to him.

They give him
en injection, tsl:o his temerature, oxmine him, end amuble things
about an operation,

His thoughts of an

operating room are distorted

ihn

eee

70

by conics

wiich portrey saws ané imives

as part

of the equipment.

Down the corridor he heers somsone in poin, perkeps in his room is
another patient

swathed in bandages.

ond focl

with hin

emected

vein,

gone

the loneliness,

then

throush

“the

you sre

If you can cit at nls bedside

the fcor,

the doubt,

experloucing ompathy.

Zuuismental

process

end the

Then you have

in Love. n7

OBJECTIVITY
The
If

this

immediate
does

sympathy.
so

seauel

not follow

of empathy must be a state of objectivity.

emcathy msy leave

the pastor

in a state

of

He may leave feeling extremely sorry for the individusl,

sorry

thet he hes

not been able

to bring

the real comfort

of the

Gospel.

By objectivity we meen the ability, after going througa the
process

of pulling evay fron thie state and viewing

oj empathy,

the case with the idea of meking a. diagnosis and of giving treatment.

Yhen the paster has gone through this state of identification and now
withdraws,

he,

ag spiritual advisor,

effectively apply

should be in 2 position to

the Vora of God and the Heans of Grace so that

the Holy Spirit can vork that faith which strengthens ani conforts
the soul and assures the individual of the nearness of God and
his almighty power.
strengtheneth ne,"
will

cone,

but

thet

"I can do all things through Christ which
(Phii, 4,13) does not mean that no pain or grief :
the Lord will provide

necessary to carry us through.
Valley of
a

the

Op.

"Yoa, thoug I walk through the

shadow of deathI will feaf no

te

Te May,

the strength and faith

clt..

De

Te

evil for thou art

“7

with me." (Peskn 23)
dn his
day,

Objectivity is essenticl if the pastor, who

ministry will

is

to maintain

individual,

who

be called won
his

in addition to his om problems,

By withdrawing

that

the

help

air

end viewing

ct

this

edopts

an

the problens

in contact.

of sentimentality

nocded

to seny in a single

own ecuilibrium and not merely become

of all with whom he comes

Clears

to minister

point.

the situation objectively,

the pastor

so that he can effectively apply
Going to his

own home,

he can lmow

thet he has done his job as @ servant of Obrist and that the Lord
will
his

worl

through his ministry.

own end bring himself

faith

in the vromises

He ougat not make

sleepless

these problens

nights as a result of a lack of

of God.
SENSITIVITY

The cousellor's

distinguishing merk is his creat

sensitivity to people—sensitivity to their hopes
end fears snd personality tensions. . .Hothing,

not even the smallest movement or change in expression
is meaningless or accidental; the inner personality
4s continuslly

itself in voice and gesture

exressing

and dross end the only question is the counsellor's
ability to perceive these exoressions and sense
something

of

their meaning.

Perhaps this is what is meant by the often used exoression “sympethetic

understanding."

"The

inner personality"

Mr. Hay refers

to

is the state of faith within the individual for that faith becomes
the motivating power from within.
relationship

eve

to

God

through Christ,

then it is reflected

in his

to God and fellowmen and his avareness of God and His goodness

even in the day of groatest stress.

8.

If the individual is ina rignt

May,

Ope

Clt.,

De

101.

Since the fruits of faith ere

| sg

72

part

of growth they may neanifest thonselves also in a weal: faith,

which would like
faltering.
wili
for

‘hore

show
that

brings
lian,

to place confidence in God, bat yet seems to te
faith

itself
is

owt,
Man

in « very

the

then

seli-prescrvation,
the poiat

on

the

"inner porsonality"

the unregonerate heart imows.
day of

sole

tue stress,

interostuis

I

tie weakness

of

guided by = lew oc

to stay on tov or at least stay at

which he has reached.

to any individual,

thing and remcmwber thet

dress,

in the

how his

grade

this

selfish end self-centered nznifestation,

a dosixe

on and ministering

the avproach

totally absent

only ley which

ospeciclly
seos

is

The pestor,

must be sensitive

"nothing is neeninglcsa."

cf the individuel,

in calling
to covery

He will notice

the manner of shaking hands,

the

tho meaning of distances, his composure or lack of it, facial
tone

expressions,

early Gevelopucnt,

dependence,

of voice,

forgetting and Blips.

his place

his relationship

expressed by word or actions,

personality of the individusl.

in the femily,

factors

his dependence

in his
or in-

or lack of relationship to God as
the state of faith os weli as the

The term "personzlity",

it should

can be used as defining tho outward manifestations

be renemberca,

and/or the inncr uotivation.
Perhaps

tho pastor feels that some of those menifestations

ere pointless and unimportant in his joo of leading the person to

the Savior with the help of the Holy Spirit,
various phases,

or one might say faces,

But it is in these

that the pastor sees the

tension end conflict within the individual, not only as a personal~
ity problen, but as a problem of sin and grace, of a troubled
Conscience which does not know nor accept, or perhaps cannot accept,

the power of Goa in his life which says, "I ean do all things
through Christ vhich strengthenoth ne."
"Surgece
deep.

symptoms

The manner

very flick

themsclyres

of maving,

of on cyelash

ave datemined by something sore

of specding,

of dressingeeyas,

is detemined by the nature bencsth. "3

The pactor must bo sensitive

to the meaning,

end wierstanding in

his epproseh as 2 result of this sensitivity.
to counsel

as

sone

sin is basleslly
Leow and Gospel
en@

migit belicve,

It is sot as simple

Vhile ws heartily enree

that

the problem of every individual, anid taot the

arc neeled
the uover

then bring

the

to rectify the situation,
of God

inte effect,

yet

to condition

this jus become a

notorLous

oversimlifiestion ond hes resulted in mony not having

besn helved

when

yerson

closer

While

as utderstending pastor night heve brought

to Jesus

froma view

the femily beekground,

the

the yover of help would heave come.
the treining ani develoconent are

importent Lsctors wo met be caxtious in becoming deterministic.

The indlyiduel is still responsible for his action and his choice

of 2 lige of sin,

the pastor may Zeol thet the individual "didatt

heve 2 chenco, considering the ciremotances."
true--if he

didn't have

= cheuce

Jub that is not

way work with hia cow—by

what

strange colucidence should it all of a owiden bo possible for him
to hove 2 chance.

He hed the chanco but missed 1%, however. wo

can recognise that the factors involvel wore negative and tie

negetive influence won,

Senaitivity Mike amethy dare not dogenerate

into syapsthy-<2 situntion wore, in effect, the pastor says T
fool misorable with you, let's be misexable togethor.
TAT
SRS

9. Dicks,

op.

cit., p. 208,

Sensitivity

Re

is alued

at helping

deeper level

developed

diagnosis.

may bring

sensitivity

A dingnosis

treatment

underlying

made

waich has

relationshin

in the pastor will slow down

too carly in spirituel matters

healed

the surface

to God untouched.

important for the nastor
coniition

of

physical

condition

is affecting his faith,

individwel

fact,
may

when
be

shows

exorecsions

the

It in not nearly aa

the patient as 16 is to know how this

the

strength

the pastor Imows

inclined

mit loft

to know at a hospital visit the exact

physical

the

of a

than 2 singlo outward syrmton.

A highly
his

the crestor arrive at an understailing

the

or how by his attltude

ov wealmess

of his faith.

type of overation

In

or iliness,

he

to confort andi assure with such enoty and vein

as "soon you will be up and around agein," or "a

frieni han the sano thing and is doing fine," or "after all this
4s not very serious."

The vastor's evaluation of the physical con-

dition is of no imortence—-that is the doctor's job.
is there

to determine

‘the pastor

the spiritual stetus, and to discover by

being sensitive to everything about the patient, how well his faith
is bearing wp under this test, no matter how small the pastor may
think

the

test

to be.

The nastox nmst nevor winiaise tre problen.

The bobby soxer

whose boy friend has left har for snother girl fecls tint the bottom
has @ronpea out of things for hor.

She has lost her perspective,
we foal, ani after all. it's just “puppy. love," and we night be
tommted to say:

alleviates

soxer..

"You'll get over it in time.”

But that does not

the situation of stress which is very reel for the bobby

It is just as roal Zor her as for the husband whose wife

95

is lying ot death's
out

of

things,

door.

ond

He tod my feel the bottom is drooping

the oactor

certedaly will not,

try to comfort with "you'll set over it."
sensitive

not

only to his

ow

age srom

The vastor should be

en

above but to PEOPLE,

end that means the child in cradle roll on up.
or

imnaturity

soriousness

wiet

showld not be the basis

of

the problem.

this problem means

at such e tine,

Hés porsonal maturity

on which he judges

‘The seriousness

the

is denendent uon

in respect to the individuels relationship

to God.

‘LISTENING
taught

ere

Preachers

fhe flood of orgenizational work,
end nerhens

® great deal

Pastors

to speek.

the busy schedule of activities

a poorly moneged verscnal

towards

to listen.

must learn

schedule have contributed

the minister-too=busy-to-listen.

He is working

that while one soul comes and wishes to pour out

at such tension

his heart in a deliberate fashion the pastor's thouguts are ehead

in the day.

He is planing on cutting short other engagezenta iu

order to mske up for the time "lost" in this conference.

"Great

religious leaders of all times have been those who listened to the
Woice of God on one side and to the voice of the people on the
ask

other, "10
Listening is essentiel.

being sikent.

Idotening is not simly the art of

But 2 listening with an interest and a purpose.

From listening the pastor feels the pulses, he catches the areas
which tell him of the spiritual status of the individusl.

Iistening

helps the soul to express and helps the pastor to uiderstend.
RETEST

10, Dicks,

One

olte,s

De

189.

He

cennot make

his

There

your

eyes"

and mole

2ut better

beamice

we are

aeoenl

until he has Mstened

those who

too gllible,

time.

say,

iim
the

of you.

complete

set

aid

by the love

than

o word

dicintovees

sil you will

oF snceck was

that

ond

stons

ponaitive

goes
snd

aucy

and

essuslly,

those vho

off feoling

the

‘fe heve heard tha expression

in efgevise."

Ac an experiment,

show

the yeroon fe telling about,
let your eyes wender off into

notice how quiol:ly tho person,

whose flow

that you Gould not gat a word in edgevise,

in Giagust.

oan notice

in the pastor.

of Chiist to help

« sinner wonters

in the miter

so reid

to

the "yeol chowld be welled over cur eyas"

lool: 2% pomer hendlines
Spree,

too closely «nd

That will heomon from tine

astor -is didintearasted in hin.

"I couldn't

to the czac.

the individenl] will ‘null the vool over

motivated

to us for

if you listen

"2

tg

sre

ct

eppesr

disgnosis

People

disinterest

in stress ere particularly

or oxsual

interes’

Immediately

As noon as that is notiesd the rapport breaks

individusl who cane to ance confession rationslizes an

the

excuse for the visit snd walls out.

"In good Listening we listen

to the yoint and we Visteon around st,

te pastorts sensitivity

mast gaide him in listoning to what the individusl 1s saying with
Nis

words

and what he moans

to sey by his

actions.

slips,

and

forgetting.

Te

pastor's

attitwle mat be Nnolther do I condemn then,"

as the individual bases nis soni ond pours out his sing.

The
slightest negative reaction in the poster to 2 sin will hove ite

effect and hinder 2 full and complete confession.

i,

Dicks,

op.

cites

Pe

194,

|

:

‘et

Counsellors
listening.

distinguish betwoen e passive ani a directed

To us

exclusively,

forth

to ramble
this

is

person

will

the problem.

Passive

very much slong a course

may not

be

to measure

the situation,

and

then

as will be nost helpful to the individual in

essential

the pastor

thet neither one can be folloved

One must be able

use such methods
bringing

it seems

end becomes

listening allows
of his

the individuel

own choosing,

‘ith sone

2 way of establishing rapport.

The

be aiming at wandering so much as he is measuring

to see

just how

the pastor reacts,

end if the pastor

judgnental.

In directed

listening

the pastor leads

think and talk about a definite subject.
every interview,

the individual

to

Fventually in almost

tho yestor will be forced into directed listening,

He cannot rermit the natient to wander around the core and sore

‘point of his problem without ever getting to the point.
the pastor must be ceutious

However,

in epproaching the nerve of the problem.

He dere never force the problen out as though he were extracting a
tooth,
makes

He mmt help the individual to confidence in him which
the

tension

lessen.

For

in the heart of man is always

the

disapprovel is
thought thet a great deel of social epproval ani
placed won success and failure, ani sin. He mst know that the
pastor
peace

is there for the very purpose of bringing forgiveness and
of mind

through Jesus

to tue sinner.

ence
Ee is obviously under much stress, but the onbival
.
obvious
equally
of his desire for assistance is
his
Through a series. of contacts he reiterates finds

time
genuine wish for help and at the same
s in any
fealing
his
of
impossible to talk frankly

situation.

he clinician's interpretation of this

fulness of
therapeutic failure is that the pain

recozniszing all his feelinzs as hie om,
to light his deevly repressed attitudes,

than the distress

of brinsing
is groater

of living with his problem ond

running the risk of embarrassment.12
Rogers
effective.

has

He repeats,

individual.
Concluding

give

developed

a method

as 2 cuestion,

Thus he encourages
remark.

of listening which is very
the last statement

the individual to go on about his

He also sdvocates

the use of suestions which

the individual

a chance to exress his attitule.

Many questions

resomble

attorney whose
pointed

wants

out

to lnow

status

I needs

tho desires

of faith,

the life.

too much the tactics of the district

sole job is to get evidence and facts.

in Chapter

of the

to have more

of the heart.

“The pastor as

than fact or act.

He

Ho is interested in the

the power which the Holy Spirit is effecting in

Iiis questions,

therefore, must be well worded and well

They mist show a sincere love in the pastor to help this soul.

put.

They nust not force the soul into defending hinself through rationalization, but must encourage hin to face the true picture and the
reel problem.

A question like:

"why did you comit this sin?!

when spolzen with Icindness will encouraze the individual to an
expression

of his

real

attitude,

The matter of writing notes has always come up.

In the case

of professional counsellors the valuc of note-teking nakes it no

Guestion whatsoever.
of confidence.

Hovever, with the pastor there is the matter

It may have e detrinontal effect,

if the pastor

offers no explanation on his uote writings particularly, if there
is e secretary in his office to whom the notes might be given for
filing.

This creates distrust.
{

12, Carl Rogers, Counselling and Psychotherapy, p. 53

It is not enough to nut senni-nroof naterical on
the Zour

walls

and collings,

proof material
no

longer

we'll have

on one tongues end lips.

come

into

to put sound=

If neonle

thet little room with their

crose to carry out 2 crom, wo nasters may voll asic
ourselves whether the reason my not lic in the fact,
tit

we have

sonebines

forgotten

the ethica

minded mon. snong doctors ond lauwyors.

of worldly

The nastor

has to carry msny thines into the erave with hin.
Inther did.
Search all the vriting and you will find

not

one betrayal

in the volwainous products of his

yon where he divulged even by insimation the secrets
of those who came to him while he was a Romnist.
Ths
would

pastor

like

moy

to keas

togethor with

tell
some

the
notes

in@ividuel

thet with rermission he

to be sure he renenbers

thot he muct assure

detsils,

mit

the perishicner that notes are

his personel property snd will be code marked in = personal file
to which he alone has a key.
be

to

Imom

made

Should he leave his parish it should

the norishioner

that

the notes are not being

passed olong to his successor, but that thoy will be burned before
refers

to suwh notes

as reveal confessions

vroblems wsich hove been matters between the individual,

and person
the zastor

of cource,

This,

he moves.

snd

Gol.

iS
INTERPRETATION

listening alone is not enouh,
cathartic

effoct

There are those who believe the

of confession produces a Zorgiveness.

This is not

to hove &
It may relieve 2 geod percentage of the tension
has confessed
listener who will. not reject the individuel becouse he
tras.

eined
to something anti-sociel or iumorel, hovever, this is merely

sids the individual
at the adjustuent of versonality tension which
in getting slong in a socially accepteble fashion egein.
rm a

The pastor's

rE

Gourtshin and Marrigg®,
13. Paul Stroufert, Problems in Gounselling on
De

36

Job is more.

He must lead the individual to tho cross where

forgiveness for the sin against God is received.
the person

thet he

is not different from others,

Merely assuring
th=t he has

the

game instinctuel urge sc others,

and that his exoression of these

instinctual

but it was merely his attitude

which mede
e@lleviete

urges

was

not wrong,

then wrong,
the

does not remove the tension.

tension

eround

the ego,

tension around his faith in God.

It mey

bat it will not remove

the

Fox he Inovs thst God has said:

"Thou shelt not," and that violations of these comandments are
sins

regardless

of assurance

he soon finds himself

that

others do it.

Instead of relief

in 2 new conflict over the fact that He did

something which is forbidden by God.

The pastor must lesd him in such a way that he gets insignt
into why he is sinning,
stunbling blocks

so that with the Holy Svirit these

cen ge removed as much as possible ani then the

pestor must lead hin to see that his sin hos not been against
hinself as the unregenerate man says.

For the uregenerate man's

tension revolves around the idess others will have of hin.

Bat

the regenerate heart sees that his sin has been egeinst God.

(Psalm 51)

For that penitent heart who sees his sin

ane

sinned."

"Against theo, thee only have I
pe

love for God males him sayt

His

against God, the comforting assurance of the Gospel must be

forthooming in fullest measure.

enbarrassnent.

Penitence is different from

‘Enbarrassnent may te felt in the Christian who

Sees that he has harmed his relationship to God as well
men.

as his fellow

‘The unregenerate weeps tears of enbarrassnent and says!

"I'm sorry" because it has hurt his ego.
of his fellowmen.

He will suffer at the hands

81

In interpreting tho facts end attituies the pastor should be
aware

of mothods

Methods

in disrepute

in Disrepute:

as well as those advocated.

Ordering and forbidding.

only a museum piece

in dsychotherapy.

provod

. they

ineffective,

. .is now

. .because 1t has

alter suporficial behavior only

when they arc backed by coercive forces.

(2) Bxhortation.

. .

Get tho individucl 'vorked up’ to 2 point where he would sign
2 pledge to ston drinking. . .creating a temporary enotional
upsurge and then trying to "neg! the individual at that high
level

of good

intention.

technique is relapse.

reassurance

. .the most comuon sequel

sand encouragement.

. .You're getting better.

. .

. ,suggostion is entirely repressive.

It

Youre

doing well.

denies

the problem which exists,

ani it denies

which the individusl has about the vroblen.
not only frees
guilt Zeelings
it can bring to
definitely hes

to such 2

(3) Use of suggestion in the sense of

the individucl from those
of which he is aware, but
1ight more deeply buried
not beon discarded but hes

and more widely used,

the fecling

(4) Catharsis

conscious. fears and
thet, continued,
attitudes. . .it
been develoned

(5) Advice end nersuasion.

. . the

counselor selects tho goal to be achieved and intervenes
in the eliont's life to make sure tat he moves in thet direction. . hile evory councollor is aware of the viclousness

of such an epprosch,

it is nevertheless

surorising how

freavuently this is used in actuel practice. . .the individual
who has 2, good. deal of independence necesserily rejects such
suggestions

in order to rotein his own integrity.

. .the

person who already hes a tendency to be dependent and to allow
others

hie

to make

dependency.

decisions

is driven deeper into his

. .it does not make for growth in the client.

Counselling 19 aimed et growth in sanctification.

13

Helping the

individual to grow in his personal feith so as to be able to cope

" with his problems successfully with the aid of the Holy Spirit.

‘he

pastor should beware of felling to the flattery of being asked his
advice ina problen.

He is not helping by giving it, but is elloving

the counselee to shift the blame and responsibility of the failure

later on.

It is a matter of the pestor to help the individual

strengthen himself by the Holy Spirit and free hinself of the doubts
and distrust sbout God.
SSS
13.

ERECTED
Rogers,

Cn.

cite,

DD.

20-25.

We believe tht oll preschors of the Gospel vould egree with the
Zirst

three

methods

psychothersny.

as ceualyzed by Rogers.

He is spericing in terns

of

Wo, as Christian pastors, who believe in the Holy

Spirit as tho power in the life of senctification must certainly agfee
with his
Groving

snalysic
cise.

snd say the mothcds are not holyful for the Christians

oh

VI.

Resources

of the Pastor

In ince 4,23 our Tord used a proverb:
thyself."
Gure

It is sasy for the Pastor to becomes busy with the

of

other

souls

happen,

since

by not

Growth
he is

ond neglect

his

carlag for his

om

soul.

own soul,

This

ought never

not bringing

the

in sanctificstion by the Holy Spirit into hic own life,
oxtting

individusl
tions

"Phyeiclan hecl

bis

own lifeline,

ani he will degencrate

into an

concerned with worldly values ani worldly interpreta=

on his

success

or failure in the ninistry.

August Hetve in his little

troatise on Juthor als Seclsorzer

&ives some wonderful pictures of the cere Inuther tool: with his

om soul.

In spite of his volwainous writings and his extrenely

large corresyondence Imther found time to meditate and to commune
With

God.

possible

Was

it in spite

because

of,

or that these things wore made

off

"fie fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom!

a good

Understanding have 211 they thst do his comaniments."
(Ps. 111.10)

It is disturbing to uote the flood of literature appearing on the

thems

of pastoral psychiatry and psychology,

especially since in

a0 much of it there is a neglect, omission or misinterpretation

of Bible doctrines,

It wakes the effectiveness of the pastoral

‘CU

Ministry dependent scloly undn the pastor and hie imovledge and

unlersteniing ani ability to persuade,
unto

salvation

The Holy Spirit a3 a power

is Ignored excent as a nsycholosics! factor.

"The

Zor they

naturel men recelveth not tho things cf the Soirit of Gods:
are fodLisiness

unto himt

spiritually discorncd."

neithor can he knew then for they are

(1 Cor. 2,14)

It is uadsrstandable
in psycholcgy

to achLeve

and wsychiatry

domin:tion

the power

over

of influence

ond thereby satisfy also his personel gratizication

his parishisners,
for

that the unregonerate pastor vould search

oni

the scelain

which goes with

the leader

of 2 cause.

The desirs for social recognition is 2 sin found in pastor's

whose

inner personality suffors from inferiority oud frustration.

They

besone

ashamed

of tha Gospel of Chrict because so-called ecience

hoa thooratically proven fallacios.
Mente
cClersymoa

exept

iliness

at 2 rate

in cases

end nervous breskdows are increasing among
waleh

is ceuse for alarm.

Montel

of oxgenic denage or deterioration,

iliness,

stems from the

struggle within tho person of what I an and viet I ought to be as
that relotes me to society and God.

The wiregenerate heart,

the

heart 4n which faith is very wosk, and the heert filicd with feor of |
God, crsates this tension.
sna not the Holy Spirit.

The motivation ic primarily egocentriclty
Shore is a éifforence like dry x nf night

botwoon the person whore vorry about "whet wilt people say of met"
is lecding hin to enbarressnent and montel conflict and the
Individual vho sage Ugainst thee, thee only have F sinned."

(Ps. 51)

The pastor's rogular and frequent neditation won the Mort:
hic roger

ond frecuent use of the Sacrauent will increase ulthin

him

the power

of God unto

sanctificetion.
trained
excent
of

salvation.

‘The pastor must grow in

He dare not become a dispenser of good for others,

in psychology,
ac a means

the marvelous

tt

sincerely disinterested

of livelihood.
features

of

Tho auto

the Hash,

in his product

salesmen,

and says

who tells

there is no other

Car on the market like it,

that it is the only car to buy for

service

loses

sees

and denendability,

you

a customer when thot customer

the selesmen drive away in his personel car which is e Ford.

People

may be

trained psychologically

in diclogue

and manners to

dispense an crticle but nothing is more effective than a sincere
belief

in the

erticle.

‘Then the individuel's

sensitivity and his

common sense will guide hin in promoting his sale.

In the pastoral ministry the sincere belie? in the Gospel of
Christ
that

is indispensable,

additional

feature

1£ we wish to speak with conviction,
is that

our ability

tut

to speak with conviction

is not the power which makes the Word do the work it has been sent to

do,

The Holy Spirit is the Power.

So the Christian pastor besides

of
believing from the depths of his soul the truth of the message

God has the assurance that, where the heart is open, the Holy
Spirit will produce the results.

The vastor who is too busy for his family, whose church meotings.

programs, and committees take up so moon of his time that he is
unable to spend time in daily meditation, needs to teke hold or
hinself end exemine vhet it is in hin that is motivating hin to
vork at such tension.

we feel certain that he will arrive at

Paul's conclusion of "sin that dvelleth in ne." (Ron. 7.20)

Working

at such tension is an indication of the yover the ego has within

even the pastor,

ond it will lead him to a lemlistic ministry

since

he finds

"thus

saith the Lord," he will prove effective in stopping an

outwerd
we

that,

bekevior

by cloaking his

problen

say dominsting,

the

wishes under disguise

and make his

congrezstion

task cf lesding,

states

perform

in his

«t a sickbed

bool: thet
because

Dr. Russell

so mony clergjnon are nod eble
they themselves

ere unstinre of the needs of sick people.
who hes

or shell

easier.

The Factor must pray for himself ond. his people.
Dicks

of

to

have becn healthy and

Blessed is that nastor

Lecsamod netionce during = period of canvelescence.

Plessed

is that pastor who hes experfenced the "balm of Gilead" in his
personel

life.

Blessed is that pastor in his ministry who takes

heed to his sowl's coniition and by using the Means of Grace allows
the Holy Snitit
shrink
brink

to develop and strengthen a faith that will not

though prossed by many e foe;
of povorty

or woe.

Vaen such » pester enters
confort

that will not tremble on the

the sickroon,

ho comes to bring the

of-God who will not loave you doxfortless.

-

He sees his

tesk.as one of ministering to the soul in the state ho finds 1¢ now.

He proparos himsclf for the vicit with personal prayer that the heart
may be oven, that his vords may be comforting, and that the visit
will be blessed by the Holy Spirit.

With such prepsration——ané thet

can be made even as he leaves his car to enter the hospital or the
sickroom--the

or do?"

pastor

will not be confronted with

"what will

ie will not resort to "suall tek" as entertcinnent,

I sey

he

will not try to teke tho mind of the patient off his iLinses with

87
Wagezines,

int forget

to show

tho potion

Christ.

may be donc ond ure cyidsneces of Christiun love,
renenborod

the

“onc

In his ninistzy
Concernog

about

411

these

things

if the pastor has

thing needful."
to the individusl

being an effective

the postor should be so

Servent

of the Vord,

thet ko

will meke i¢ hic tusiness to learm-ebout humen neture, ond be sere
titive

to

ship.

To tids

beon

the

uritton

Wnderstant

Ling emi

anil wrong velatioustip

uot

the findings

isthe

in print

con find

He,

is correct

of men with a tre

is sufficiently interested

dnercasinglgy

sppteach

men on tho subject.

everything

or a weak relation~

of course,

will

and will learn

Christian reilgion.

to want to iusprove his cousel<

2 wey to got his learaing noving in the right direc-

thon wZint'he lens

tion,

to Ged

en® he will study end read his Bible, wintever has

by competent
thet

to integeste

"If oman

right

veZined

end

on she jod thereafter will becone an
eometent

veily of knowledge,

siciil aud

to eouncelling instead of being uhat experience so often
crystellization

of unexenined prejudice. "*

The paster may wish te avail hinselg of university sud seminary

courses in thic ares of lenzaing or he nay wish to teke o clinical
Pastoral

training course,

the Serivtures.

Hub his first soures of leara‘ng must bo

iis personal Zaith must move him to a love of God

above everything, end frou that = love gor his followen os he oves
hinselg.

That the mnregensrate

tosoher camet understand,

nov can

he teach it.

Dick's temtation vas to neglect dynanic u-terialss ond
concentrate

on practical method and teohniques.

with
Cav Rogers, wao spproached interview netorial

TEES

1. Seward Hiltner, Pastore, Counselling, p- 227.

a

an excellent knowleige of dynamics , was at first
inolined to discount the significance of dyhanics

when he discovered that, soncthing other than such
knowledge in his head made the difference betveen
success

end failure

in ecwnsolling.@

USE OF SCRIPTURE

With rare exceptions, so rare that ve heve not encountered them
to dato,

people

his pastoral
effect
the

are waiting for

cell.

hesitate

who

not

the Scriptures

in

‘The vastor who looks solely upon tho paychological

of Scriptures

pastor

the pastor to use

sees

to use

will be inclined
then as
them.

the

to discredit

their use.

"power of God unto

salvation"

‘The latter

is true without

However,
will

exception wnen

the pastor's own faith has been strengthened by their reguler use.
"In our times many 2 local ninister is learning to enjoy
preaching from the Bible. "3
lmowlédge,

for

the devil himself knows

teacher more

the

This joy cones with faith not only
the Bible.

"No one brings

joy than the Pastor who hes learned to use the

Book in helping people to find God as a very present help in trouble.

Such 2 minister shows the meaning of what the aged apostle wrote

to Timothy:

Thet the man of God may be perfect thoroughly furnished

unto ell good works.

2m.

3,17."

The pastor's desire to bring the person to God, of using the
meens through which the Holy Spirit works faith and strengthens Lt,
of bringing the person to godliness will make him use the Scriptures,
for that is the sole cource from which this pover flows,

2.

Ibid.

3

De 245.

kh,

Toid.

9

De

3. Andrew Blackwood, Pastoral Works p+ -7983.

end he

89
knows

thet

"Codliness

of the life

@

used

Using
Zoot

2s

vith

diserotion

just

is cll right when
doce

be

and widleratending if it is to he eifective.

a wisepplication,

reborn,

hoving pronise

4 weapon as dangerous ay 2 sword must

tho word to force nonitent Christians
is

things,

sin it is the Sword of the Soizit for the nastor

the leymen.

everything
been

unto all

that now is end of thet which is to coxe."”

In combatting
S woll

is profitable

to grovel ab the pastor's

as well as assuring the person

the vastor Imows

that

the person has not

not know Jesus as his personal

Savior 2rom

cin.

The nestor who wishes « rather comprehensive classification of
passeges

according

to neods

of individuels

will find Dvans,

Fersonal

Souk Winging a velueble lelp.

Jom Sutherland Donnell in his recent book Pgycholozy fox
Peetor and Peguie advcestos the use of “spiritual prescriptions."

We belicve that lesving 2 thought provoking verse can be effective.
Hovever,

it deponds

again on the state of faith within the individuzl.

felling 2 yriconer "thou shalt not steal” may leed him to a “straight
life" beeause his ego drive, his desire Zor seli-preservation and

freedom ere strong enough to cause him to stop an outwerd behavior
vhich brings hin into prison,
wnchenged.

$0 with

But bis inverd desire hes renained

the neople in stzess, we cennot expect thet the

psychological effect of a Diblo passage will produwe strengthening

of faith,

That vower comes only througi tho Holy Spirit.

“hen

law of the Lord,
one is dealing with a Ohricstion whose desire is the

such spiritus) preserivtions may be vory effective in bringing the
means

wiereby the strength of the Holy Spirit is activated.

Naturallys

a

90

such passages will be chosen with the greatest care, ac well as all
passages

used

in

mingling

of sw

the ministry

to those in stress,

end Goseel does not take place,

is not

given,

but

that

of God

as ea source

the indiviiuel

of comfort

thet on inter-

thet false

support

is made aware of the pover

and strength for the evil day.

when the pastor uderetends the difference between the regenerate
end wmregenerate

soul,

when he has an understanding

of the

basic

and instinctual drives of the human being, when he has faith in

and a thorough knowledge of the Scriptures, when he has the love
of God
those

as his

motivating force,

in stress

frvitful

en elmost

one.

not

easy,

then he will find

the ministry to

but certainly a heopy miniatry and a

We will find himself carrying

totel unawareness

out his ninistry with

of technique since his love of God and

love for fellownen moves him to a careful, loving approach,
evangelistic manner,
outward manifestation,
the state

of

the

for he is concerned, not merely with an
but he is interested in and concerned about

soul and

the power which

the Holy Spirit mst

provide for the sanctified life and the comfort of the right
Telationshin

end en

to God through Jesus Christ.
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